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RICH ARMENIANS

Lilapatrh ta the Morning Journal.
Koswell, N. M., July 24. Captain

SINGLE YEAR

-

Berlin, July 24. Herr Gurley, an
official of th archive bureau of. the
Prussian railway administration, has
prepared a comuaratlve table of statistics of those killed and injured by railways In various countries.
He finds
that both absolutely and relatively the
railroads In the United States are the
most deadly. The United States has
more mileage than all Europe, but
even taking that Into consideration,
the United States holds
In proportion to figures.
Herr Gurley finds that In a single
year the fiscal year of 1902 375,500
persons were Injured In the United
States of whom 60,000 were employes
and 9.800 were killed of whom 6,000
were employes.
In the matter of travelers injured,
France holds the lowest, record In thi
world. The United States shows proportionately forty times as many Injured as Russia, twenty-tw- o
times us
many es Italy! as England, twenty: as
Belgium, 8; Switzerland, four; Germany, two.

Oeorge Curry, the next governor of

Mexico, will, leave Roswell toLABOR AGAINST CAPITAL New
morrow morning for Washington and

Oyster Bay, having been called east
to confer with President Roosevelt.
Governor Curry arrived In Roswell
today over the automobile line from
Torrance, accompanied by Captain
Charles Mallard and other friends. He
had expected to remain until next
Tuesday, then go to Santa Fe for hi
inauguration on August 1. Shortly
after his arrival, however, he wtti notified to come to Washington at once
and confer with the president. He
will therefore leave In the morning for
the east, going first to Washington
and then to Oyster Bay. The inauguration will of necessity be postponed
for several days, depending entirely
on the length of Governor Curry's
stay In the east.
A large public reception wns given
here tonight In the Commercial club
e
by
friends of the new governor, who claims Roswell as his
Elaborate plans for the enhome.
tertainment of Captain Curry during
his stay here were nipped In the bud
by today's message, It being expected
that the governor will return direct
to Santa Fe. Captain Curry assured
e
friends here that he had
his
had no change of heart toward them
during his long absence from New
he
Mexico.
In discussing politics,
said that he would vote for Roosevelt
for president, believing In the Roosevelt policies, and that he will carry
out the Ideas of the national administration in conducting the territorial
government.

Bulkley Wells and Other Colorado Officials Scored for Per-

.

IBy MornlnK Journal Special Leaned Wire.
Uoise, Idaho, July 24. The career
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IMMENSE THRONG WARMLY

BELGIUM TO TAKE OVER
KING'S AFRICAN DOMAIN

MAGAZINE

By Morola

Journal Special XmmA Wlra.I By Morning Journal Sperlat Leased Wlra.I
New York. July 24. The district at.
New York, July 24. Lieutenant
torney's office obtained today a num- Charles T. Wade, who as an ensign,
ber of letters In connection with the was chief engineer of the American'
murder of the rug merchant, H. fl. gunboat Bennington when the boilers
Tavshanjlan, which showed that for on that craft were blown up, causing
several months there have been com- more than sixty deaths and Injuries
munications sent to rich merchants lit to forty-nin- e
others, has filed a libel
city demanding
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vessel.

While Ensign Wade Is not mentioned personally by the writer, he declares he Is wrongfully made to ap
pear fls being responsible
death of his shipmates.
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-

Tuehlo, Colo July 24. The police
of this city have mnde a diligent
search for William F. Walker, th absconding bank cashier of New Hrllnln,
Conn., who Is reported to have written
friends from Pueblo that h was anxious to return to New Hrltaln If the
authorities there would permit him to
enter a hospital for treatment of a
disease from which he Is suffering.
Instead of placing him In Jail, The
police have come to 4he conclusion
that Walker Is not In Pueblo, but that
through a friend In this city he secured the mnlllng of letters to New
Hrltaln friends for the purpose of ascertaining the sentiment In regard to
his return without Imprisonment,

VETERANS ARRANGE FOR
GRAND ENCAMPMENT
Saratoga

8ring to Kiiterlalii (.rami
Army In September.

P.iratimii, N. Y.. July 24. The following outline of the program for the
was
rand Army encnmptm-n- t
today.
Baturiliiy, Heptembcr 7, Owimahder-ln-chl.- f
H. It. iirown will open heu
at the United Htiiies hotel.
The grand army posts an they arrive
I
quartered lit the various hotels
wll!
and boarding houses,
Tties.lay, Heplemlier 10. will be devoted to the welcoming of the chief
and members of tlm tí rand Army of
the Hepuhllr. Governor Hughe h
accepted an Invitation to be present
Hint nil liiviliitloii bus been extended to
President lloosevell,
Wednesday, Hi pleinlii r II. at !
o'clock Ims been set for the great .a -

the

GREETS FORTUNATE ONES

i

tinted

Wlra.I

(By Morning Journal Opwrlal

Lmm1 Win.

Portland, Ore., July 24. Bearing-survivorBrussels, July 24. The close of
of the wrecked Columbia,
King Leopold's long struggle to stave the
George W. Elder made
off the annexation of the Congo to fast steamer
In this city precisely
to
her
Helglum and to- retain his personal at 6 o'clock dock
morning. Hours bethis
sovereignty over this rich and exten- fore the big steamer
touched at her
sive African state Is foreshadowed In dock thousands of people had gaththe agreement reached on July 12 be- ered to welcome the fortunate suviv-or- s
tween the Helglan and the Congo
of the catastrophe and relativo
governments, elaborating the terms and friends were there to prove by
upon which the Congo Free State sight and touch the safety of their
loved ones. And there were those who
shall pass Into the possession of
This transfer will mark an Im- were Impelled by a Una! hope, that
portant epoch for the Congo, as the by some miracle, a father, a wife, a
entire conduct of affairs, civil nnd son or a brother might have been
military, has been under the personal overlooked In the preparation of tho
direction of King Leopold and a cab- roster of the saved.
When the big boat made fast a
inet of Congo officers entirely sepacheer arose and by what aeemert
rate and Independent of Belgium, great
consent the crowds divided,
whereas the new regime will make mutual
forming
a
on either side of a
the Belgian government Instead of narrow laneline
which the surthe king, individually responsible for vivors walked through
as they left the vessel.
the conduct of the Congo affairs. The They were seized as fast as they were
British and American governments recognlxed and smothered .with hugs
have favored placing this govern- and kisses.
mental responsibility on Belgium, as
Local offices of the San Francisco
the officers have made It a point that and Portland Steamship company this
there was great difficulty In dealing afternoon received a telegram from
with the Congo In view of Its anomal- Eureka. Cal., stating that the body of
ous position of the persona! depend- a man had Just been picked up by one
ency of the king, whereas foreign of the small boats cruising near th
with It scene of the wreck of the Columbia.
governments could deal
through the usual diplomatic channels The body could not be Identified. Itassumed I Wi,s ,nat ( a 'nan, evidently of JewIf the Helglan government
isn uesceni, neigni b leet I
incnes,
responsibility for Its administration.
weight about 170 pounds, sandy
lr
The Indications are that the whole tinged
gray
and light blue e a.
subject will be threshed out In parlia- He worewith
gold
engraved
a
ring
band
ment during the fall, and that Jan- with the motto "I will."
uary or February, 1908, will see the
Congo Free State a colony of Belgium CAITA IN OF RKNC'l'K
SHIP
Incieud of a personal dependency nf
TIXLS OF LIFE HAYINU WOItK
King Leouold.
Astoria, Ore., July 24. Captain Jes-se- n
Mlllllil .Mussticrcd In Congo.
of the Oeorge W Elder, which arIiriiKs, Is, July 24. Mall advices
rived
here today, made the following
from the Congo state that an officer
statement
to the Associated
and nine native militiamen have been
his part In the Columbia-Sa- n
killed bv the natives, and that In Pi?tiro dlsuster:
French Congo u missionary hus been
"When the Elder arrived on the
slain in the Interior, where the native
scene of the disaster the Columbia had
soldiers are rising against the whites, (already
gone down and the deck of
the Han Pedro was awash. Our first
work was to pick up a many of the
survivors as we could from the rafts
and In the boots of the Columbia.
The water was pretty smooth and the
fog was Just lilting. This wni about
six o ciocK in the morning.
"We did all we could for the poor
people and succeeded In Having many
lives, as you already know. When wo
i had
done all we could for the ship
wrecked passengers we made ready l
take the Kan Pedro In tow. This was
a
dll'llcult task and once the Han
Pedro broke away from us. Finally
everything
was
made fast and we
towed her Into Eureka.
"The 8an Pedro had as many people on board as she safely
could
carry."
The representative of the Associated
Press made a canvass among the survivors und without exception the rescued sav the ofiicers and crew of th
CLAIM OF COLORADO AND
San Pedro could not have been more
kind. They did everything possible
SOUTHERN OFFICIALS In the work of rescue and fined all
they could with temporary clothing,
and prepared coffee and eatables tor
Sixty Switchmen Secured to the chilled people who were on board.
Bel-glu-

pn

Treaty Invent Mikado's lieprew "iita-- .
live W Ith Complete Control
In Korea,
r'
t

:

Hanker Walker M'rllen Xw Ilrltnln
Friends from 1'iieblo.

for
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Illy Morning Journal Hptelol

suit against the International Magazine company asking damages In the
sum of 1100.000.
The basis of the alleged libel Is an
article which subsequently appeared
In the Cosmopolitan Magaxlne under
the caption, "Growth of Caste In
America."
The complaint sets forth
that the article described the rivalries
that had existed for years In the navy
between officers of the bridge and the
engine room, due. It Is claimed, principally to social distinctions. The
change effected In 1899, when the
staff and line were abolished and all
the officers made to rank the same,
was detailed In the article, and furthe
made upon
ther comments
changes at the naval academy which
so alteved Its course of. study that all
cadets were taught the science of
steam engineering. The result of this
change, the magazine writers declared, was to place In the engine rooms
of warships young officers with only
knowledge of motive
a theoretical
power, the most essential part of the

.

of Frank Steunenberg, the murdered
governor of Idaho, w,1s discussed ut
some- length thin afternoon by Chr-ence Darrow In his plea In behalf of
William D. Haywood. Justifying Iho
articles published In the Miners' Magazine. Durrow said the action of
Rteunenberg in asking for United
Stales troops io quell riot and the
esto illshment of martial law In 1889
wo' unjustifiable
nnd had properly
alii red. up Intense feeling In labor circles against the governor.
Harrow's argument, unfinished tonight, developed Into an appeal for
labor as against capital and a denunciation of all opposition to the union?.
He held an audience startled an.1
as one after another
the sentiments poured from his lips.
Ills attack on Orchard was expec'e I,
and, In this respect he fulfilled aid
surpassed the limit of sensation.
Three hours were given to Orchard,
and It was only when vituperation,
physical force and words were spent
that Darrow turned to James H. Haw-lethe leading counsel for the state,
and the Plnkerton
detectives for
something on which to pour the lesser
Volume of hi abuse."
The state of Idaho came hi for a
FOB
large shara of Mr. Harrow's denunciation for the part It has played In
the prosecution. Culture, education
und wealth each In turn were described as constituting a combination
against the working men, the uneduPERRY
cated and the poor, Darrow sneered
at the universities,
"And what Is a cultured man," he
cried, "but a cruel tyrant always?"
Reaching the climax of denuncia- Man
Convicted of Passing
tion of sympathy for the working
class and hatred for the rich, he asWorthless Paper on Santa
sailed the constitution of the country
and cried:
Fe Saloon Man Is Released
It Is here only
"The constitution!
to destroy the laws made for the benFrom Penitentiary,
efit of the poor."
Darrow's defense of labor unions
nnd of union men was passionate, and Special PUnnU-- to the Morning Journal.
his eulogy of the Western Federation
Santa Fe. X.. M.. July 24. Acting
eloquent. Lovingly he touched on the Governor
W. Raynolds today Issued
In
the a pardon J.for W. C. Perry, releasing
found
beauty of
only
humanity
where
"struggle for
Perry from the penitentiary some
the working man Is found," and In the seven months In advance of the exto
pitched
voice
sarcasm,
his
bitterest
piration of his sentence.
Its highest note and his arms upPerry was convicted at the spring
lifted, he heaped abuse upon the se- - term of the district court here for
of
th
administration
the
and
flsh rich
passing worthless checks, and was
state of Idaho.
sentenced to two years In the lerrito- In opening. Harrow Impressed t' p --OUI
Ul eonvlctlnn wan for
irti niDi.n
J'l in'".
chief case on the twelve men In ti e ' pausing
worth of bad paper
$ru0
dome
0
box and declared that the defends' t Oil J
lAkVUUlU,
Ul WIO ('Intra
sialic ViAlill
Is In Idaho as an alien, brought 1,500 bar here.
miles from his home into a community and before a jury which does not
DELUGED
view his life or Industry as the men ROOSEVELT
accused of the murder of Governor
WITH POSTAL CARDS
Hteiinenberg have been taught to
TWENTY-THRE- E
THOUSAND
look at It.
de"The defendant In this case,"
x,.. Virir .inlv 94 From all carts MEN AT WORK ON CANAL
clared Darrow, "has been brought to of' the country during the past few
was
trial In the home of a man who
days President Roosevelt has received
killed In a most cowardly way. Manyg postal cards urging mm to reconsiuer neMH for June Miow-tDirt Hying
Steun-enberQftá unit accent fin.
t,t i......
ui.. .iniraM.tn
of you on this Jury voted for
on Big Dlteli.
ill"
ast
l
unminti"
you
had
presidency.
of
governor.
One
for
other nomination for the
nur
business relations with him, while In The cards Dear a picture oi inn
you
made
he
of
wnicn is me inscription,
Washington, July 24. The detailed
house
under
the house of another
oír..., IK
l
u.,m Tin.
I.. ,'HIII
ranuu.' fhn lense." The report of the operations of the Isthhis home for two years.
Indicates
curda
thut
of
flood
cirgrowing
family
the
of
mian canal commission on the Isth"You are almost
has started a campaign it mus for June last was received tocle of the murdered man, and none of some one
Roosevelt to change his mina. day. The excavation In the Culebra
you has ever had any community of Induce riruuiiinnt
t he
huti not
was 624. SK6 cubic yards,
interest with the defendant. Under slightest Indication
division
of anything other against
you
ask
can
but
I
669,885 cubic yards during
these circumstances
m
me
Becoming
amusement.
than
to lay aside as much of passion and friends who have visited him at Oyster May, and I more than three times the
111; hs
prejudice as you can, and look at us II .ir lla merelv
when linked amount laken out In June, 1806.
The excavation at Oatun amounted
as If we were one of you."
deluge of cards, and won
the
about
to 75.013 cubic yards.
The attorney asked for a fair and ders when it win enu.
The report of the department of laImpartial trial, end that the Jury be
The first of the cards came from
guided by the evidence only. He said this cltv, but now bear date lines of bor healo,uarters shows the total force
the prosecution knew It could not cities in all parts of the United States. nn June 29, as 23.327.
The chief sanitary officer reports
convict on exact evidence, and was
that out of 4,3(10 while American emrelying on forced circumstances to get RUMORED RAISTÍÑ" PRICE
ployes there were only four deaths
a verdict.
OF THREAD IS DENIED during the month, and that out of
He culled on the Jury for a clenr-cto
not
about 611.000 whites other than Amerverdict and asked them
icans, there were but fifteen deaths.
compromise on any verdict of murder
New York. July 24. The American
or manslaughter, or murder In the
Thread company today denied It InSecond degree.
STEVEDORES
H tends to advance the retail price of STRIKING
"I would not thank this Jury If
bat10
to
cetits
and
thread
nssoult
returned a verdict of
OFFER TO COMPROMISE
tery and assessed a fine of five dol- Exprem i'oniMinles Offer Compromise.
said.
be
defendant."
lars against the
Representatives
in, July 24.
"If "you believe the story that has of Muc
S0
five .express companies doing busiPululh. Minn.. July 24. The
him
man,
take
agi'liist
this
lieen tuld
ness In this state today offered to re- Htrlklug or dink hands In this illy
Is
either
Haywood
I'lll
hang
him.
duce their rales 15 per cent, which Imve submitted, through Mayor Nul' nnd
guilty or innocent. If he Is guilty I offer the fommlHsInn took under ad lum, an uilt r to settle the nlrlke. Th
have nothing to say. Hut men,, this vlsement. The railroad ouiimlssioo chimin und Hiion, which Is addressed to
h
Is a case of Orchard from beginning had attempted to enforce a cut of 25 William J. Olcutt, president of the
to end. There Is nothing at all left in per cent.
Mesaba und Northern railroad,
the evidence without him."
consists of an explanatory letter and
Harrow launched Into a lengthy, BATTLESHIP'S POWDER
the schedule of an agreement Into
of
which the men would like to enier.
l.iinr. vituperative denunciation
lending
In the letter uf explanation the docuAttorney Jamen If. Huwley.
FLOODED
MAGAZINES
any cotine'llon wttli
bin,
assailing
ment repudiate
cminwH for the slate,
t
t'ii Federal Ion of Miners and
the
as "i hired man." actuated by no
that they are nfiilliited with the
other motive than to get the money iisMetbi ItesuliH III Hurry Order claim
I nii
nut Kiiiiil i,oiiKMhoreincn, Marine
of the suite of Idaho, that he might
A n ,i) in i it i ,i ; N.i
ii
llnvtii
und Transport Wmkiin assm lal ion.
build another addition to tils house.
( 'mist's Aligned.
He denounced him n "bughouse"
ruliiUts Win In Nebral,.
nnd said he had been n friend of
t U
- 'I Ik d i
Mi., 'o. J.i v
Boston, .1 'v 24. Follovvltiir an !n
liit. or otsr ifil'.'.illoiis a he procl.nmeu
,.i V lo ii .ka
nii
have
gul the i is hp ti his IiMiiiuii of the contents of the nuir.ii-ziiH- ami ..o
Ui
4n sy
of tin- lintileshlj, Illinois, which itheir (: ht for tie Ion llcliftH in Ih
t.
iifliii
t
-'
dilirtr
on
In
!
,1
is mi
ic pit Irs ul tin'
Orc)i:iri
id nrlniiirv election
ll ,l..f
r.e Mm. rime court t'oluv
r
n.ivv vii id. Hie sailors of the t I
t
.e t,.i ),.
n .!:( h
er "
il
i .1(1:1
n iv ri i
Ii V I III.
I.. i lldcil iIh n u .le.
V'it,.
t.
i
i., i :. .if io. in. (if ikiio'S Mnl io o . i
dclCIti r i.i !;n iihiiiiio i i
i
1 II.
,t
III
u writ oí in i'i.i muí-- i lo ifo.i- Hi II
I
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OBJECTS TO CRITICISM

this
that amounts of
money be sent to the Hunchaklst society under penalty of death. The
letters confirm the reports of a widespread conspiracy to get money and
which the district attorney thinks is
alarming.
One of the Armenians who had been
greatly frightened by the letters in the
Huchanklst, Is an Armenian named
Leon P. Armon, a rug Importer. He
received a letter last March demanding that $10,000 be paid to the society
at once If he wished to escape the fate
of his father. His father about three
years before hud gone on a trip to
Persia. On the Journey he was held
up. The son does not know whether
the brigands got any money from hH
father, for when he returned to America he was a raving maniac and died
a
be
within
month - without
WESTERN FEDERATION
Ing able to tell anything about his experiences. Police Commissioner BingORGANIZER ARRESTED ham stated today that for a long time
he had know of Armenians who weiv
blackmailing rich merchants.
St. Paul. July 24. A special from
Hllillng says: "It Is reported that Organizer Pettrlella of the Western Federation of Miners Is to be arrested on
the charge of Inciting a riot. It Is said
that Pettrlella, who Is managing the
strike, was heard to advise the strikers
that if the men went back to work in
the mines they would be killed."
AGUE
was reThe following telegram
ceived by Governor Johnston tonight
from Hlbling:
"Men being sworn In as officers to
enforce the law are Inciting people to Delegates From
This Country
Violence in Bovey, Minn. The members of the Western Federation of
Contribute Bulk of ProposiMiners In that locality are denied the
Hghts that are enjoyed by American
tions L ikely to Meet Formidrttlaens.
'Two officers of the union were arable Action,
rested yesterday and taken to prison
I appeal to you to
In .Ornnd Ttaplds.
see that the members of thin organiJournal HimmJu! I.ri,e4 Wlr.)
sation In the Coleralne district enjoy (Br Morning
The Hague. July 24. Thus far tne
the protection of the laws of the United
States him contributed more
state of Minnesota.
thun any other country to the peace
(Signed) "TEOFILO POTRILLA.
conference.An wan expected the
"Acting Secretary."
American' proposal
When the governor opened the mes- of contractural debtsfor:willthebecollection
adopted
sage at the Spauldlng hotel on his ar- almost unanimously on July 27,
only
comno
today
made
he
rival here
a few countries makiiiK reservation:!.
ment, but Inferred that when he ar while the proposition regarding the
rived at Hibllng tomorrow morning he permanency of the arbitration court,
will probably consider the motive that the most important step of the conference, will be accepted With amendprompted Us sending.
ments, to which, however, the AmeriAgitator Kim Out of Town.
Alfred Lundstrom, local organizer can delégate will offer po' objections.
Ainerlca'B proposltion--tha- t
for the Western Federation of Miners,
relation
was run out of Ely today by business to general arbitration is attracting
Is
opposition
much
offered as
men.
.which
went Into the butcher not against the principle, but becaiiHLundstrom
shop of William Gerjartln and at of the difficulty of carrying out the
organmimon plans as proposed.
tempted to form an
among the clerks. The clerks inThe Hritlxh delegation, however, hn.
formed the owner and he went after received Instructions to support both
sevdown
the permanent court and the general
Lundstrom, knocking him
eral times. Lundstrom was arrested. arbitration propositions.
Hull another American proposition,
When taken before the municipal
court he promised to leave town If that relating to a permanent pcrlndl
he was allowed to go and he was es- cal conference, will not be presented
corted by a Jeering crowd of people until the end jf the present conferof ence In order to avoid Interference
to the afternoon train. Citizens
Ely held a mass meeting and resolu- with the work already under discustions were passed condemning the sion.
strike.
The authorities at Bovey "have given ABSCONDING TREASURER
Instructions to turn back all agitators
attempting to enter.
SOUNDING SENTIMENT

.

secution of Western Federa-

y

6 DUES

HELD

lid

SEEKS LEOPOLD f.lUS

FOR LIBEL

HUNDRED'

T

KILLED

SpeefaU

1!

11 SCALE

PRICE 5 CENTS

-

ARGUMENT ApTaPPEAL FOR

I

ECJSiGf

'ía.ri.VSS:

1907.

JULY 25,

Necessitates Postponement of German Statistician Compiles Murder of Rug Merchant In Officer of lllfated Gunboat Ben- New Year Expected to Witness Victims Who Escaped
Inauguration
Lives Unite in Praise of MarRoswell ReNew York Unearths WideAmazing Figures of Dead
nington Thinks About $100,-00- 0 Wiping Out of Anomolous
ception Cut Short by Change
iners Who Saved Them
and Injured Here and in spread Conspiracy Which
Would Prove Balm to Condition Which Has Caused
From Watery Grave.
of Plans,
His Injured Feelings,
Astonishes District Attorney.
World Scandal,
. European Countries,

Attorneys for Prosecution Berated by Eloquent Advocate
From Chicago in All Dey
Flood of Oratory,

tion Mine Workers,

o

DEADLY

CALLED TO OYSTER BAY TO
CONFER

mm

STATES

BIBOilDS

TODAY

OF

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY,

dated
July 25. Advice
bethat a new convention con-

tween Japan and Korea has been
cluded. The text of the convention
has not yet been made public, but It Is
reported to consist of seven articles.
It Invests the
Its main fature Is that complete
conresident general with
trol of the International administration of Korea, and appoints Japanese
officials of the Korean government.
It Is reported that the easy com-- 1
plinnee of the Korean government m
Japan's demands was due to the fact
that the terms were much easier than
were apprehended.
The removal of the deposed emperor to Tokio was not Included In
the demands.
Situation Still Ten' In Woul.
Mist
Seoul, July 25. (Morning.)
nlt'ht Seoul wns apparently calm, but
apprehension of further disturbances
has not sulisldetl. n is uss.n-- u ......
efcourt spies are busllv engaged In Jaof
forts to ascertain the attitude prohibpan. A new press regulation
iting the publication of diplomatic and
military secrets of anything Injurious
to the public peace is being enforced.
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STRIKE AT

DEIIR

Take Places of Hundred Who
Quit Work to Enforce Wage

OFFICIAL REPORT ON
GEORGIA CATASTROPHE

Demand, Said,

Survivor Com hy I rut.
Ran Fronctoco, July 24. Seven survivors of the wreck of the Columbia,
arrived here tonight
Mendocino county.

overland

from

More Survivors Heard From.

Pan Diego, Cal., July 14. Frlvat
Lmm4 Wlra.I
message state that W. O. Inge!. Mr.
SuperinDenver,
July
General
!4.
Naval PUirlnry Believes IVtnlt . of tendent J. 1. Welsh of the Colorado W. IL Inge!, Miss Haiti Ingel of Oakand Miss A. H. Cornell of Kan
(lulling Would Not Interest Public-end Southern railway said today that land,
passenger on the Columbia,
odrera bad been given Instructing the Diego,
among
were
those saved, although
recity
In
freight'
to
department
this.
Washington, July 24. The report ceive freight for consignment, explain- their name have appeared In the list
of the naval board which Investigated ing that the atrlke of yardmen hero of the missing.
turret would cause no further trouble 8s the
the accident In the eight-Inc- h
of the Georgia was received at the places of the strikers had been flitted NAVAL CHAPLAIN FACES
Admiral to the extent that cara could be hantoday.
navy department
Evana Indorsed the findings and rec- dled as fast as loaded. Mr. Welsh deLIST OF GRAVE CHARGES
ommendations nf the board and trans- nied that the strike breaker had been
supplied by John Farley of Chicago,
mitted them to the department.
Acting Secretary Newberry today as reported, but said he was positive Kovenleen BrxTlflcatlon of Ríartilalun
there would he at least alxtv men fit
said that the telegraphic conclusions
Conduct Against Holy Man.
The!
accident was work In the yards tomorrow.
to the effect- that the"flare-backap"
usual complement of men Is somecaused by a delayed
like 100. Mr. Welsh also stated
parently afforded all the Information thing
Washington,
July 24. Cliaploln
I hut us far as the road was concerned
on this subject that would be interestHarry W. Jones, of the battleship
was
off,
swltchmrn
that
the
the
strike
public.
ing to the
has been stationed at
quit their Jobs and their money Minnesota, who
It Is understood that the board did had
Norfolk, Va., I to be tried hy court-martiwas waiting for them.
not clear up one Important point-nam- ely,
on charges of scandalous conno further call on th"They
the condition of the air blast Colorado have
and Southern," be said, and duct to the destruction of good morat the breech of the gun, whlcn is nil we ask Is that they shall keep their als, and falsehood, preferred by th
supposed to eject the utter results of hands off and not Interfere with us acting secretary of the navy. Cnder
In our work."
the explosion of ft charge.
the charge of scandalous
By Morning Journal Sporlal

al

At the headquarter of the strikers
was stated thut the hiring of tlu
Ktrlke breakers was Just what they
wanted. The men, ss a rule, are Inexperienced, the strikers declare, and
will mix things up so badly In the
yards that even the old, experienced
men would have trouble In straightening out the comiilliatlon.
One striker
declared that the only man now at
work who knew anything about the
husillo was a Plnkeilnn iii nl. who
Is lining as foreman of the strike
breakers. It wr.s also hinted that
when it hecomcM necessary the Brotherhood of Ijiiltuiiy Trainmen will enll
oiii lis ineiuliers In aid of the striking
switchmen.

HUGHESTOSES IN BATTLE

It

WITH LEGISLATURE
Ailjonrits Willi New
Session
York Governor' Pet Measure
Still l;npsmiil.

Ixtr

conduct
there are seventeen specification,
consisting mainly in allejsaiii.i s of the
Utterance of worthless che. i
l'nder
the falsehood chame It is ui;. e,t that
Jones misrepresented
the fact regarding a note which had I o n given
by hi m.

GEORGIA LEGISLATC.,3
E'.' GAGED I.J FJ jT FÍCHT

The cxtrn..r.
Albany. N. Y., July 24
dlnary session of the legislature adjourned this evening after an eventful
Atlanta, tin., Julv 14 The He wa
day s session. The direct nominations
passed and blows were er, n (.. ),.
bill raised by the governor, which Wils
fore the fight on prohit .! Ion h susbff
defeated by an amendment th
pended toinicM lV adlont iiooo i ,,r the
day of the regular session, was beaten
Ho
Hit
was
v.
on" the tisseuililv floor.
house until tomorrow
i
it.,
llalli S4illloil Home.
IVIerlhr
Png bill, which would hv permitYork, JiilV 24. llelectives In fight took place the
New
i. on
pt
ef
...
rntiicin
for
punishment
the
I'ciidnikf
1'iooklyn tonight milled the Industrial third
ted
fur pice n:
pet . ..us refusing Informa! loll to n
The session had been r. í
home conducted bv the "American
bodies.
'Ilni solvation
illvestlKHllng
,,n
8
o
be
army,"
:
A d
to
snlil
off. since
dock this (i., i
whs also recoil, mended by the gov- shoot nf the oilpsiriHl Vainillón army, pills hi
I', i .
ernor.
person on an.l Keprei enll live
mi l niriled tueiiiy-on- e
The senate rontuined all the pend- i htirKe
h" 're
t ir
of viiKiamy. It v. is charged Ihe point
ing nominations by th governor.
Hi:,! the home wns
n the " You re ii li .r "
li.- -'
I tide.
I
of Ms tnamiKer
o
liillier than he! ecu I!
Tim rsi.lu y Limine.. rflíllter vulll lie
Ilatler Threaten Strike,
!
Mow w ri c v Mi i
for liarliiible purpose.
nhe
lulled I'll- liikeii no n
f
New York, July 24. The flr
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STATE SCORED
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matp," he (Wlarcii, "that Senator Borah I any more honest than Hawley,
but I do believe he Is slicker."
He paid that he did not believe
Borah was n overcome with the
truthfulness of Orchard's utory a was
Hawley.
"Hawley would have you believe
that orchard can not lie since he got
religion. I hall have Bomethlng to
fay a to that religion later on, but
what I want to nay now U that if
Hawley hasn't trot religion, he had
bitter get it if there U any left after
Orchard got his."
Darrow declared that Orchard had
been so contradicted that there was
no truth left In his story. He said
that It would be a disgrace to the
state of Idaho to convict a man on
Buch testimony. He reviewed the
crimes confessed by Orchard and said
that each one showed the man to be
a uneaklng, craven coward, who had
never taken a chance that would endanger his miserable hide.
"It is logical," he argued, "that Orchard should now turn to lying to
save his neck."
religious
Turning to Orchard'.
conversion, he declared that "before
Jjean Hicks, the religious advisor, had
persuaded him to lay his wins on
Jesus, "Father" McPnrtland, the detective, had pernuaded him to lay his
rlme on Haywood, Moyer and Pettl-bone- ."
Imrrow declared that once before In
lil. life orchard had been converted,
and had become superintendent of a
Sunday school, and he could not say
that the second dose would be better
than the first.
In closing for the morning Darrow
exiilalnied, "Vini men of the prosecution, you men of the Mine Owners'
aiiK latliin, you men who are seeking
the life of Haywood, don't be so foolish ns to suppose that you will
strangle the Western Federation of
Miner when you tie a rope around
Pill Haywood' neck. When he Is
(.ríe, inlllioim of other willing hands
will cany on his work to a victory
in the end."
When Onrence Parrow continued
his plea In defense of Haywood at the
eVtiilng session of the court, which
opened at C p. m., he resumed his
nTal;nment of orchard and Mc Part-land.

The attorney begged the pardon of
the jiitv for dwelling so long upon the
charecter of Orchard, but he said it
vas necessary to point nut Just what
ore f a man It whs who was con-fMover. Haywood atid pettl-huriiimin
Mr. Harrow described Mel'art-- ,
ltnl ns n lying, deceitful scoundrel
thi very Ufe i.f a detective, he declared, was a living lie.
"This man who has sepnt his life
In houriding down
his fellow men.
suddenly turns evangelist nnd would
Is
have you believe that Orchard
transformed In'o a new man.
"Orchard tells you how he talked
to him ab.iiit King D.ivld. St. Paul and
'Kelly the Hum.' .McPartland Uoted
the Scripture In one breath nnd lied
in the next."
Patting fina v from his tirado upon
Orchard and McPartland. Mr. Harrow
hegnn to discuss some of the evidence
In the case, taking up the troubles in
the foetir d'Alene district of Idaho In
1SH9. when he declared that Governor
Steurunherg sowed the seeds of more
mrife and struggle than was ever sown
by the governor of tiny state down to
the preeent time.
"There was no Justification for It,"
exclaimed the attorney. "When such
Is taken by a chief executive
n cutir
of a state. It Is high time that all government should be submerged and the
inilv law be the law of might. There
H no nian living who can defend It.
Iioiilitles. Governor Steunenberg felt
th.it what he did was the only thing
he could do. I am not here to discuss him or bin motives, hut I know
th.-'-t
both Inside and outside of labor
unions there were those who denounced him. end always will denounce the acts of PteunenberK So
long a we pretend to have a government by l.iw In these Vnited States."
Iiefending the articles printed In the
Miners' Magazine, denouncing
Harrow said they were written liy Kd lloype, the first president
of the Western Federation of Miners
- a
of the smelters and not
of the colleges, but an honest man
with all that, and a man who had a
right to express his honest views of
the unwarranted herding of men In an
hull pen, "surrounded by lice, Pinker-todetectives and other vermin." Hut
wi;li flaming words the attorney plc-- I
tired to the Jury the difference between the owners of the mines and
smelters, who rolled up their wealth
and bought their way into the fnlted
Ht.ites senate III the blood of the men
who were working for them, and the
miners and srneliernien who, when
(lielr days of usefulness through age.
Injury or disability were over, thrown
out upon the crai heap to perish and
ir
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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
Capital and Surplus. $100.000.00.
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

STANDING

THE JAFFA
"Good

Chicago
Cleveland.1'..'.'
Detroit .
Philadelphia
Xew York
St. Louis
Boston
Washington , .'.

S3
CO

47
4(5

40
34
32
28

National
Chicago
New York

32
34
33
35
42

.626
M!

r.O

.4115

49
53

.395
.32

31

32
34
46
46

.45
39
34
33
19

14

f

69

Wfi

Won. Lost, P.

Í6
51

Moines

.45

.

.

Denver

40

Sioux City
33

.

C.
.6119

36
38
40
43
53
50

.573
.52
.4X2

.398
.398
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Five Days Sentence and a
Heavy Fine for Telephone
Official in San Francisco,
(By Morning

Jonl

Wlrt.l

Hperlal

Mrs.
24.
Franclijco, July
Iioxtoii, wife of Supervisor
Boxton. was called today In the Glasi
bribery case.
Jler testimony was brief. She sail
that her husband brought home and
counted In her presence and gave her
the $5,000 In bank notes which Boxton
had testified was paid to him as a
bribe by Agent Hiilscy of the roclfk:
States Telephone and Telegraph com
pany.
Second Vice President Emito J.
Zlrnmer, of the Pacific States Telephone company, who has twh-- undir-gon- e
Imprisonment In the county Jail
f..r contempt In refusing to testify for
the prosecution, was again culled to
the stand.
Mr. Henry, amplifying the question,
the refusal to answer which has cost
7.lmrner his liberty, asked:
oi mini,
in
"Were nt
auditor of the Piu llie States Telephone
pmiv mid at Unit time did nut Iiuls
i.l e s us vice president and general
mannger of that company. Instruct ymi
to draw III rev or four lieeiss fur 110,- 0XI or mure, each In one or nior
Oiiu or mure cm h mi l
I'heik f'.r
Iiiitni. t ' U to lane tin in In tin' bunk
mu! get tlu'ri i n i. ! end t.i jiiv Die

San
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Aconfrence
to decide
In the railroad
casen In which Governor Glenn, the
counsel of tato and Counsel employed
by the mate In prosecuting violations
of the state railroad law took part,
ended shortly after 6 o'clock toniKht
without any determination
belmt
reached. Thin was because Governor
Glenn received ft telegram from
United State District Attorney San-for- d
that he would be In Ualelgh on
Thursday for a conference on the railUntil he has
road rate litigation.
talked with Mr. SanfoVd, Governor
Glenn declines to Rive out anything
further an to his position which hi.H
heretofore been that the slate law
must be respected and obeyed.

Xovel

Vli'VMi

Held by San Francisco

Ijlhor leader.
San Francisco,

July 24. Walter
McArthur, editor of the Coast Keainan s
Journal, today (old the Industrial
peace conference gathered In tho
Christian Science ball, of the efforts
of a small body of disinterested citizens to save San Francisco from u
terrible labor struggle two months

ago.

"There were two dements In thl
community who wanted liiit." Mild
McArthur. "That they did not get It
was duo Holely to peace loving and
law abiding spirts of certain cltlxena of
San Fran, Isco, who gut together at a
certain hour of a' certain nmht and
took charge of the sliiuuiiin. Then It
was Unit the real sentiment of thn law
abiding iienple of Snn Francisco was
dlspla)ed. and we are today enjoying
the triumph of conservative la bur and
capital over the anarchistic element.
"Hut If olf the workers In the world
would resolve never to strike ugahi,"
sHld McArthur
In
on, luston, "the
wheels of progress would utop. There
would be no pence conferem e and
the wheel VtlHllil gil blii kWHld Ilk" 0
spring unwound."
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MONUMENTS

Take our advice, We keep
posted, If you followed
our advice on Berries you
got in on Ihn lowest price,

THE

BANK

Score:
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...J.. 200
312

Denver.

Tt. II.
010 ooO 3 6
100 0018 13

Omaha
Batteries Olmslead and
ough; McNeely nnd (lomllng.

11.
5
4

McDon- -

rua .ww

;

000 031

Lincoln

Williams

Batteries

McKay nnd Zlnran.

26

0037

11

100

6
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Pueblo Win One oil forfeit.
Pueblo, July 24. Des Moines forfeited tho first game of a scheduled
double-headtoday by not appearing
on the ground, and Pueblo played a
ragged game in the aecond, losing by
a score of 16 to 8.
R. II E.
Score:.
ft
8 13
200 101 040
Pueblo
Den Moines ..054, 031 12016 K. 2
Ilatterles Fitzgerald. Jordan and
Drill; Sporer and Yeager.
er
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The First National Bank
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IN TUB TBRKITOKY OI' NEW MEXICO.
AT At.BIIQt)KRgHK.
AT THE CLOBK OF HUSINEHU. MARCH 22, 1907.

$l,7M.2t .01

,
:
I, oan and dHenunl
Overdrafts, leuured and unntciired
I!. B. H'.ndi In cure clroulut Win
II. H. Iliimli to fecur II. tí. llppnalti
n II. H. Bond!
Vrmnlumn
ctu
JiomlB, aeeurltltiM,
Banking liuum, rurriltur. and flxturna
Other real mtn ownnd
Hue from Natlunnl lliinka (not rrwrva agenta)
Due (rum Kinle lianki and liankcri
,
Iiun frum approved rrnerve acnta
Check! and oilier cmli Hems
Kiclinnifi'i for clearlnir hoiiaa
Noli. of oth. r National llanka
endienta. ,
Fractional paper currenry. nlcki-la- .
Lawful Money itcxirva In Hank, vlai

S7.71J.7
SuO.Oiill.oa

loll.OH0.oa
1,000.00
EM. 147. 33

'.

..

H.

Treasurer

(G

SH.Buil.oO
?r,.i)lnl.,IO
. 27
63.

t5

llTXCK.M
47Ü.724.77
1.047.01
7,f,i;9.tl

,
,

tiH.4He.iiO

2,038.37

tS2.SC3.9ti

Ppecla

IjkiiI tender notna
Redemption fund with U,
emulation

-

145. (118. (5

2.7t5.00
per cent of
,

TOTAL . .

10,000.09
l3.21Mt.ti. 11

MAIIim il

H.

Capital atnek paid In
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, leas expenses and taxes paid ,
National Hunk notes outntnnilltif
line to other National Hanks
liu to Kiale llanka and Hankers ,
,
Individual deposits sulijeet to check
Time certifícales of deposit
.,
Certified checks
Caithler's

1

f 200,000.00

60,000. 00

15,27.ll

liio.tmt.lio .

t73,t!0.81
1

1,

United filates ilepoxlia

INpofllts of U. B. (ItiOiursfria;
luwrvtd fur tuns ,,

offlcera

:l

1

S

111. Mill. UJ

06.74
IS.MH.4S
45.3Mi.7f

,

cheeks inilnlunilliii:

n r,, 6 x

I,1u7,g02.29

62,111,9.

,

2Í

18,000.00

TOTAL
ll.219.0D5.il
Territory of New Mellen. County of Bernalillo, ss.l
1. Frank MrKen, (.'ashler of the
bank dn enlemnly
awear that Ilia atove atuteiiient la true In the heat of my knowledge
and
AN
K
Fit
MKKIC, Caahler.
Correct
Attest:
j. h. itAVNor.na,
ahuve-nanw-

A.

11.

M

II.

V.

It

d

t

Mll.l.KN,
A

YNi

1

il.l i'. Plraelnrs.

Putucrlhed and saiom to before me this 57th day nf March, 1107,
NAMl'KI, l'li'KAHI), Notary 1'uIjIIo.
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Plaintiff Alleges Message Was
Held iii Cold Storage in Local
Office for Three Days Last
December.

I

J

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Telephone 57.

West Silver Avenue.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
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ISTEIUIIII

Waldo V. Snyder yesterday filed a
suit in the district court against the
Indianapolis 4.
Western Union Telegraph' company
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 1; Louis- I for damages In the sum of ll.CUti on
account of the alleged
ville 2.
of
an Important message received Inst
IIF.KULTS.
BRIGHTON
December. Klock nnd Uwen ure atNew York, July 24. First race, six torneys for the plaintiff.
furlongs. Hat Masterson won, Itochotii
The plaintiff nays In his complaint
econd, Berwick third. Time, 1:12
that on nnd before December 6, 1'jnfi,
Prince Ahetnad finished third but wen he wan the ponsessor
of 8.IHI0 shares
dlsiiualitled for fouling.
of
in the Diamond Field TrianSecond race, Hteeplechase, about two gle stock
company, the atnrk being valued
miles. Thlstledale won, Garrett second. Judge White third. Time, 3:57. at 13,0(10. He set forth that on and
Third race, mile nnd nlxteenth. Car- prior to Peeernber 6. Klon I Krelder,
thage won. Moonshine second, Hobyy 339 Montgomery street, San Francisco, wan the representative
of the
Time, 1:48.
Keen
Fourth, the Montauk stakes, nix fur- plaintiff relative to wild utock, and
longs. Fulrplay won. Royal Vane sec- that Krelder contracted to keep the
plaintiff advised as to the rise and
ond. Homagain third. Time, 1:14.
Fifth race, mile and nlxteenth. Dl 'k fall of said utock In the market. It
Flnnell won. Rifleman second, Trou- Is alleged that on iJceember fi, Krelblemaker third. Time 1 :46
der, In Sun Francisco, sent the folSixth race, live and a half furlong. lowing message from the San FranFond lleurt won, Mi lelaney second cisco office of the Western Union:
lunula Vanough third. Time, 1;U7.
"W. V. Snydep, h 127, Albuiiier- fiie, N. M.:
BUFFALO AUTO CLUB
"Market very low. Triangle forly.
ten points Additional margin ImWINS GLIDDEN CUP Wire
mediately.
Protect stock .liv all
KLON' L. KUKlDiiu."
means.
Plaintiff says that Krelder paid for
New York, July 24. The first of this
message u a day
tit the
the Cliddi'n automobile tourist reach- regular schedule rate, lie snys
t li
ed the eliy hall at Jersey City the defendant company had Its attention
run. at noun particularly directed to the Imporend of their l,r.;0-nii!- o
today, a half hour ahead of the schedtance of the message. lie says he as
ule. Other car promptly followed.
at
that time and had been for yearn
It was stated unofficially that tho a well
known resident of Gils city,
team contest fur the GUdden trophy known to tho officers nnd servants of
was won bv the Buffalo Auto club, of the defends lit company, w ho also
lluffalo, X.' Y.
knew where his residence was lóenle, I.
About fifty ears out of the original
lie claims he was In the fit y lis us- ......
u,
ini-niiin ni
J"l marters Ililliieu,
hut liiMeif! of delivering the mes
won siures approximately prni'ci.
sage on I ii i mIht t. when It was
G. N, ,'Miilih. of Philadelphia, and
the Uesiern I'nion office held
II. L. Sheridan, of Cleveland, were It until
i
i n the morning of
cup. I leceuih r N, andni then
tied fur the Howell runabout
deposited It In
These two will dei hie the winner In the pi, "I
,
defendant "negligently
a further endura mm lest.
a rid w Ii
falling to deliver tho
lite holder. KK iIn
The Hurrah,
he pliilntllf personally,
y fur club per, endues.
wun the t r
I,
'I'll
litns that Its a result ,.f
n
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W.J.PATTERSOM
HOARDING STABLES
LIVERY

SUII FOR
AG A

OF COLIMIuloUERQUE,

W. 3. JOnNSOIf,
W. 8. 6TIUCKLE11,
Assistant Canillen
Vice President and Caslüer.
CEOUGB ARNOT.
WILLIAN MclNTOSIL
O. E. CROMWELL.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
J. C. BALDRIDGE.

311-31-

and Sheehan;

At Kansan City: Kansan City 6;
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DAMAGE

weakness In the last half of tho ninth
Inning gave today's gamo to the vis- Itors.
It. II. E.
Score:
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There's a Reason

Omaha H; Denver 3.
Denver, July 24. Omaha outplayed
Denver at every point today and won,
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PRESERVE PLUMS

Philadelphia 3: Chicago 1.
Philadelphia,
July .24. Philadelphia defeated Chicago today through
tho pitching of Waddell.
II. TI. E.
Score:
Chicago t . .l':'.0n ooi ooo 1 4 1
3
1
9
Philadelphia
;t)00 010 20
Batteries PUttersun and Sullivan;
Waddell and Sch recle.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO
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24.

STRIKES NECESSARY TO
INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS

5

out-pitch- ed

dU-blll-

C July
upon plan

12

7

Washington (I; St. Louis 5.
Washington, July 24. Patten
Morgan today ajid Washing,.
ton defeated St. Louis.
Score:
It. It. E.
1
6 11
Washington , '..001 010 04
2
00 000 050 5 8
St. Louis
Batteries
Patten and Warner;
Morgan and, Stephens.

;
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York. ...003

DAK

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR REflT

The conditions are different Ihis year.
Fruit is scarce,

Batteries Joss, Bernard, Llebhardt
and Clarke; Chesbro and Klienow.
Boston 4: Detroit 3.
Ronton. July 24. The Bostons signalized their return home by winning
from Detroit.
Score:
R. II. E.
Boston .
200 100 0014 10 1
Detroit ..v.. .000 000 003 3 6 3
Batteries Tannehill nnd Criger;
Donovan and Payne.

NATIONAL

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

WAIT FOR
LOWER

New York 7; Cleveland 0.
New York, July 24. The locals won
the first game of the series from
Cleveland today.
Score:
R. H. E.
Cleveland , ...020 000 0136 6 3
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TENDENCY TO
THE RUNNING OF A BANK ACCOUNT HAS A
AND DISEXTRAVAGANCE
WEAN A MAN FROM HABITS OF
DESIRE
A
SIPATION. IT GIVES HIM NEW AMBITION AND
TIIOSE
ASSIST
TO
GLAD
ALWAYS
TO SAVE MqNKT. WE ARE
:: t: "
WHO DESIRE TO "TURN OVER A NEW LEAF."

GROCERY COMFY

OF THE CXtBS.

HIM-

IT'WEANS

VOÍI TODAY.

SCIIF-MXE-

.

handed

nt

.

LEAGUE

American
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at New York.
National Ixngue.
Huston at Chicago.
Brooklyn at St. Louls.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
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"I would that more honest smelter-me- n
like llnyce, that more holiest
blacksmiths with all their crude command of language, were writing for
the newspapers today, nnd that more
newspaper men of the time were
working as blacksmiths."
Harrow denounced the state's attorneys for allowing William Hewey, who
testified for the prosecution that he
took part In the mob's attack upon
lie Hunker Hill and Sullivan mill, to
return to Colorado unhindered after
'ittfeliig to murder on the witness
stand.
"Were you asleep," he demanded of
iVi.' nilorritjs, "or was your wltrietts
Hinu.' Were you negligent of your
tt.ii. or were you trying to deceive
Are you honestly In this
tit. Jury?
here some
nion. or Is there
i, i
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io'ptt.tcy
-. I' nl
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i
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with Iiiiho to hold the hag. Idaho
has a fine privilege in this trial to
pay for it. And you men of this Jury
will have the pleasure of working to
pay up the deficiency warrants which
have been Issued by the state to meet
the expenses of the prosecution.
"Hack of the prosecution, too, you
will find General Bulkeley Wella, the
adjutant general of Colorado, who
brought these men here. There he
stands, with his epaulets and his Harvard accent, a cruel tyrant with all his
culture, for that is what culture is
for to get rid of all humanity there
Is In a man."
Here again Darrow reverted to
Orchard, and renewed the versatile
denunciation which was ever at his
tongue's command.
Among other
things he termed Orchard scornfully
a "cherubim" and a "paragon of virBLUEJACKETS KEPT ON
tue" since his conversion.
When Mr, Darrow late In the evenSHIPS TO AVERT CLASH
ing finally reached the Colorado labor
troubles he grow eloquent. In his denunciation of. capital, and his defense
of the W'orkltiáman.
He told of the American and Nipponese Naval
eight-hou- r
law' passed by the Colorado legislature In 1899. and the fight
Officers Politely Fraternalize
against that law by the owners of the
mines and the smelters.
While, Personnel
Is Kept
'They took It to the supreme court,
and of Course that court
It
Safely Separated.
unconstitutional," he exclaimed. "Of
course It Is unconstitutional to pass a
law taking away from the Guggen-helm- s I By Morning Journal special Leased Wire.
the right to take twelve hours , Rrest. July 24. The Japanese cruis
work out of the Jiide of their working-me- n ers Tsukuba and Chtose arrived today.
Instead of erght. What are con- The visiting wars nips saluted the foru
stitutions for except to be used for rtlth twenty-on- e
guns, and ns they
the rich and to destroy laws made swung around to drop anchor near the
for the poor. Wealth Is stronger American cruisers Washington and
than the pen stronger than the law. Tennessee, the latter, the llagshlp of
What are laws for If the rich have to Hear Admiral Stockton, Baluted the
Japanese
division with live guns,
obey them ?
"I am not here to say to you men which was returned gun for gun.
After the vice admiral and his staff
that labor organizations do no" wrong.
by
I know them too well for that. .They came ashore and, were received
Vice
they have navy, Admiral Pethau, of the French
have often dono wrong;
visitors then called on the.
often been unjust and frequently cor- mayor the
and civil authorities.
rupt, but the labor organization has
crews of the Japanese cruisers
always stood for the poor, for the areThe
to be kept on board until further
weak, for humane laws and for hu- orders, and the American
blue Jackets
man life and liberty.
also have been denied shore leaven.
"The men struck in Colorado for Hear Admiral Stockton explains
day. and they got It,. this Is customary upon the day b
the eight-hou- r
Are you men of the Jury going to taka fore the warships reave port.
It away from them. Mr. Hawley asks
The ofilcers of both squadrons atyou to destroy the Western Federatended an elaborate reception followed
tion of Miners by hanging its lead- by dancing, given by the naVal authorers. Are you going to do it? Do you ities In the "garden of the maritime
and Japanese
doubt tViey have done some brutal barracks. Ameritan
mingled upon the most friendly
things; some criminal things and some
that were not wise and some that terms.
The French officers and some of 111
were unjust. Let us admit it. I Japanese
naval officers were the
know It, nnd I nm not going to He to guests of Hear
Admiral Stockton on
you about It.
It
the cruiser Washington tonight.
"Hut admitting this, would you de- was Impossible for Vice Admiral IJuui
stroy the Western Federation and and the other Japanese officers to athand its 40,000 men over to deal
tend, as to the number of fourteen,
with the Mine Owners' as- they left here early this evening for
If Paris, where they will be received by
sociation, with the Ouggenheims?
you destroy the labor unions of this President Falllerles.
you
country) you destroy liberty when
In accordance with a prevous arstrike the blow and will leave the poor rangement. Vice Admiral
Ijuln assigned the young officers of his squadto do the bidding of the rich.
long
to
given
as
ron
by th
attend the dinner
"I tell you, men, that so
the employers of labor have the spirit American admiral at which the most
nato
toasts
given
were
the
fraternal
In
hearts
their
of P.ockefellerism
there is going to be trouble. Hawley vies of the United States, Japan and
says the Western Federation of Min- France.
ers has made trouble. It has. and I
am glad of It, or when we cease to FEDERAL COUrFIÑVOKED
cause trouble we become slaves."
TO NULLIFY STATE LAW
"The troops were called Into Cripple Creek because Old Man Stuart
was beaten up. I'm sorry for the old
man. but he admits he was working Insurance Company Seeks Injunction
eight hours a day living off the
to Prevent Enforcement of Tenfruits of what the union had worked
nessee Statute,
for, and working when the union was
not. If some Western Federation man
Nashville, Tenn., July 24. For the
had been beaten up. If they had all
Governor first time In Tennessee the powers of
been aliiKKCd nnd beaten.
out
the United States courts have been InPea body would never have called
voked In a,n attempt to restrain
the
any troops.
commission from ' compell"And when you men or inr jury Insurance
company
ing
an
Insurance
conform
to
think
?ti to
tnlnk of old Man Htuart,
laws enacted for its regulation
also of the 'Darling of Colorado,' by the
the state of Tennessee. This Is the
the
around
tooling
Wells,
Hulkeley
(nature
of an Injunction bill filed In
of ISOStnn Ull'1 the United
llnnlr lluV district
States circuit court today
of
Think
plenty.
golden
spending his
by the State
Mutual Life Insurance
a
tied
who
man
Wells,
the
Hulkeley
company of Home, In which It Ii
In
zero
pole
telegraph
a
to
worker
sought to prevent Commissioner Folk
weather because he was not wringing from revoking the license of the Insurthe
oil
carcass
victim's
of
the
ance company on account of alleged
out
goh en guineas he would like to spend dlreleptlon of duty nnd
Think yo.i
with the laws of Tennessee.
In Poston or In England.
Commissioner Folk has been cited
of Itnlkelev Wells and the others of
whose families to aplicar before Judg Clark In his
k other Idlers
hls
with the chambers at Chattanooga on August
are clothed In silk, spongedmen;
think 19 and show cause why an Injunction
Hfe'j sacrifice of working
of them. I tell you. and give them should not
some responsibility In the events tf
Colonel Ayrcs Kctired.
Colorado."
Washington, July 2 4. Lieutenant
Continuing to the very rinse of hU
and
Colonel Charlea E. Ayres, Fourteenth
renarks for the dav to berate
placed on the rethe prosecution. Mr. Harrow cavalry, has beenarmy
list of the
from this day,
spoVe of the time when they would tired 24,
finding of ft
1907, upon
July
he "leading forth the next victim to retiring board that hethe
In Incapacitated
He ever coupled th.
the sacrifice."
on. account of
Mine owners for active service
pro ocuilon with the
Incident to the service.
association, and spoke of the latter
"cai nival of crime and destruction.
Two Deaths In Chicago.
Colorado to tho
The men driven fromworld,
reily 24. Two deaths and
Chicago,
all
had
the
of
four corners
lie to Or- five prostrations as a result of the
turned to Holse to give the they
excessive heat were reported yesterchard despite the fact that handswere
by day. The maximum temperature was
In
their
lives
inking their
87.
cop ing within reach "of the iron hand
prosecution."
of tie
NORTH CAROLINA BENT
1 arrow had begun a detailed review
case as eour,
of the evidence In the tonight
9
ON ENFORCING RATE LAW
until
udj .timed at o'clock
o'c ick tomorrow morning.
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Riflemen

and Pistol
Shots in City on Way to Contests at Leon Springs, Texas,

party ot crack marksmen from
Fort WingHto arrived In the city last
nipht on their way to Leon Springs.
near .San Antonio, Texas, to enter
to bo held
contest
there and participated In by men from
the department of the Colorado and
the department of Texas. In the party
were Captain Harry Ormlston
troop K, Fifth cavalry, who
rocs as rane officer; Captain
of the Flf:h: Flrut Sergeant
Thomas T. Lorift. First Sergeant John
J. Howard, and First Sergeant George
A. Newman. These men are the best
shots at Fort Wingate, which it will
be remembered, made the best target
record for the United States army las,
year.
.
The contest at Leon Springs is
known as the Southwestern rifle and
piütol competition, and the Fort Win-gat- e
boyst, who me equally expert with
either arm, are confident of carrying
off the honors. A team will be selected at the Texas meet to go to the
army match in Chicago. At the latter
will be selected to
meet another team
go to Fort I'erj-y- ,
Ohio, to enter the
finals.
Troop K, of the Fifth, has the enviable record of having been the first
troop to capture the famous old !'Ne-vatrophy," offered to infantrymen
and cavalrymen when the latter had
the disadvantage of only a short carbine as against the long Infantry arm.
The men here last night said that
the boys at the fort are looking forward to marching In en masse to the
territorial fair. The troop I team is
especially anxidus o get in the baseball tournament, as it has played some
spertacular baseball during the season
and feels confident that It will proc
"the candy."
A

Kharp-shootin-

ff

WI1-linr- d,

Hoi-broo-
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SPECTACULAR VOLCANIC
ERUPTIONS AT SEA
Seven Flnmlng Columns Ascend Heav-

enward

frm

Sydney, N. S. V., July 24. Reports
dated July 4 have been received from
the Tongala islands, saying that seven
columns of volcanic eruptions have
been visible at sea for the past fortnight from the Island of Tonga bu,
within an area of two 'miles. The
eruptions have been accompanied by
and fren continuous roaring noise
quent explosions.
In Italy.
,
Cosrnza, Italy. July 24. An earthquake shock occurred here today, andin several provincial towns the peobut no
pie became
'damage has been reported.

the Colorado line. The development
these rich traits, amounting to
about SMO acre.! is soon, to be unilcr-tiki-- n
by the American Cold Placer
Mining company by dredging opera
tions. Hitherto the presence of large
quantities of black sand in these
gravels has tended to hinder the
worKing ot mem, tint their commer
cial value has now been fuily demon
strateti ana they are no lunger rt- yarded as a drawback.
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Japanese Engineer Toil
the Southwest Looking Into
the Government Reclamation
most
Projects.
tlm

C.oldlield, N'?v. One of the
active of the young leasers in
camp is the Kansas
d
Held
Mining company, owning a
lease on the Gold field C. O. D. property and a
k
lease on the
Goldlield Velvet property. Shafts ore
now being put down with all possible speed on both properties, both
shafts 'bring thoroughly modern, weil
timbered
and
horse-powTwenty-fiv- e
gasoline
hoists are installed at both shafts. The
C. O. I), shaft is near tho 300 foot
level and tho shaft of the Velvet lease
Is about 275 feet deep.
Some good
ledges have been cut and the Indications for a rich producer aro good.
City-Gol-

two-blo-

To study tho American methods of

Irrigation and water storage projects
the mission of Mr. K. Sogawa, a
Japanese representing the government
of Formosa, who, after four months
of travel in the United Spates, has arrived In Phoenix and will visit all government reclamation works In Arizona' and New Mexico. Mr. Sogawa 1s
an engineer who is both financially
and patriotically Interested in the adGoldfield, Nev. Stocks in all mines vancement of his native land and its
provinces. He has spent some time
In this section are showing remarkable strength, both locally and in out- in the leading American cities, and
side markets.
New York is netting
the pace, and though there are Om i cornos to the southwest with a letter
favorites no particular stock is the of Introduction from T. II. Newell, dimarket leader. The largely Increased rector of the. reclamation
service,
production, throughout the district, is whom he met In Washington City.
He
responsible for thd strong upward came first to Seattle
spent
some
tone of the market and tho sentiment time along the coast, and
In
In
Montana,
is that any Goldfield stock Is good
Nevada w,here ho was greatly Imenough.
pressed with the Truckee protect
Mansfield, Ariz. Like many other afterwards In Colorado, and he is now
mining districts, greater activity U on his way to the Roosevelt dam to
the rule, in this vicinity. The Black learn about the great undertaking
Cap shaft has cut through ore all the there for water storage, and all that
way down and the quantity and gradi may be of uso to him later on In ad
seem to improve with every foot of vising his government.
From hero he
depth gained. Sinking on the A. C. will go to Yuma to visit tho Laguna
Swift will be resumed as soon as tho damslto.
installalon of a new air compressor,
Mr. Sogawa speaks
English very
lecent'y placed on the grounds is ac- well, and while he takes a keen Intercomplished. The claims mentione
est In
American, he, too,
are a part of the Manslieltl Copper likes to'everything
mention of Formosa
"ompany's property, and with the and what make
people are doing there.
showing generally found, It Is thought Formosa ishis
an Island situated between
that a largo concentration plant wilt the
southern and eastern seas and
bo soon necessary.
separated from the Chinese mainland
by the trait of Fokleu, and Is only
Sheridan,
Wyoming Representamiles wide In Its narrowtives of some of the placer mining ninety-on- e
kings have been prospecting in the est part. It was ceded to Japan by
Little Hlg Horn country with a view the treaty of Chefoo, May 8, 1895, afto securing some of the rich basin ter the closo of the Chinese-Japanes- e
known to carry quantities of gold and war. It Is ruled by a taiwan, or govblack sand. Individual miners have ernor, appointed by the Japanese govpenned in this district for years but ernment, and Is divided into six divish
have been unable .to secure
ions, each with a ruling governor. Its
of the values on account of the mag- scenery, says Mr. Sogawa, has a manetic Iron. Tho Gold Standard plac- jestic beauty, and the mountains are
ers now being: worked have introduced clothed with forests and verdure,
c
separators and
through which leap cascades of wato save a large per cent of the ter flashing
In the tropical sunlight.
free gold that under old methods was
cllmato is much tho same as Lulost. Values have already been dem- Its
zon, of the Philippines.
Its rainfall
onstrated to average more than a dol- averages
fully ten feet every year.
lar per cubic yard In free gold, with
much larger values to be obtained This occurs during the months of Aufrom rusty gold by the cyanide pro- gust and September, when the
prevail, but most of the months
cess.
aro dry: the dry periods In northern
Formosa aro from March to July, rfhd
IN A PINCH.
USE ALLEN'S In
the southern part from November
I .ml les can wear shoes
one to April.
During this timo the rice
sij smaller after lining Allen'i
It makes tlzht or new sfioes feel easy. fields suffer and to store the surplus
water
during
the rainy season for
(Ivon Instant relief to corns and bunions. of
use during the dry, la the contemIt' tho greatest
ry
of th
Cures swollen feet. Misters, callous plated plan of the grtyernment.
Hire.
This
nnd oro mots. It Is a certain euro for decision has not been reached,
but
s
aweatimr, hot. aching feet. At II
reprobably
bo
will
Sogawa
Mr.
when
nnd Hhoe stores. !Sc. Don't accept
any substitute. For FIÍF.I? trlsl package, turns. Tho rice culture extends over
1,000,000 acres, the yield is about forty-aleo Free Rumple of tho
!
Ha.nl
tsry COMN-FAn now Invention, address five
bushels per acre and two
tí.
1
Alien
Olmstail,
liny. N. T.
i crops a year arc harvested. Mr. Sogawa says that ft Japanese can subsist
WANTKrf A certain number of on a diet of rico alone, though It Is
boarders pay your fixed expensa; ev- too expensive for tho poorer classes.
ery on above that number pay you He said that many Japanese, If cona profit: yog can always keep the ditions did not change In California..
number right by using: Morning Jour- ; would go to Texas, where twelve lead-jln- g
nal wants
Japanese are now buying land
two-bloc-

Is

er

1

ex-ne- ct

comfort-discove-

DruR-ilst-

FOOT-MASH-

Rock Island, Ills., July 21. The
of the carmen employed in the
various shops of the Hock Island system was settled today and the mtu
have returned to work. An agreement
was readied between the ofiiclals of
the railroad and committee repre-sentlnthe men whereby all griev
ances will be submitted to arbitration
When the strike wa.
for settlement.
called over 1,400 men quit work.

strike

ln-- 1
and experimenting with the-ricdtiRtry there.
Besides rice, tea, Cane, potatoes and ',
several other minor crons are pro- duced. From the cane Industry 40,000 If
tons of sugar were manufactured last I;
year. The contemplated Irrigation
projects havo to do much with the If
cane. Industry, and Mr. Sogawa wilt. If
he can find time on his return trip,
visit Hawaii, where some cane is Irrigated.
::
"T
"But," says Mr. Sogawa, "you must
not forget our camphor Industry. For
mosa furnishes most of the camphor
i
that Is shipped to Europe and the
United States; 2. SCO, 000 pounds were
M Í v t i
produced there last year. The bark
Is taken from the camphor trees, cut
in small squares and boiled, the cam:
phor being distilled. The Japanese
government has a monopoly of this
business as the people can only make
the crude product. Thi government
buys this, rertnes it and sells It to the
nations of the world.
"The 200 miles of railroads are
owned by the Japanese government.
A company called the South Manchuria Railroad company has been organized with a capital of 1,000,000,-00- 0
to build and rebuild roads in
Manchuria and througTi Korea. Tho
Japanese government has appointed
the president and officers of this company."
Concerning the Inhabitants of For
mosa, Mr. Sagowa say they are divided Into Japanese, Chinese, subju
gated aborigines and uncivilized na
tives. The latter, he says, are cannibalistic and hate the Chinese, because
they have driven them back Into tho
mountains. These natives frequently
come down upon the civilized coun
trymen and have" a favorite pastime
of cutting off the heads of the Chinese. There are about lOO.OftO of the
cannibals, who live In separate vil
lages, and distinct communities.
To
decide tho question of supremacy they
do not war among themselves, but go
out on a
expedition, and
the village that secures the most
heads is the one that is entitled to bo
called the chief. The Japanese soldiers have been attacking these natives, and will break up the nractice.
which Is not a pastime enjoyed by the
rest of the people of Formosa. The
native likes to decorate his hut, which
is built much like an Indian wickiup,
ff
rvum
Itisr'
with the trophies he has secured In
his
Sleeping
chase.
among these relics Is said to mako
ono iirave.
Drifting back to the United Slates,
Mr. Sogawa said that he thought tho
war was mostly In the newspapers,
but he believed the sooner the United
States settled Its labor troubles, which
was at the bottom, he thought, of the
friction between the twó countries, the
better for all. Then, he said, let matters quiet down and people would quit
talking war. That, he thought, was
the surest way to prevent It. Japan,
he said, had a national debt of one
billion dollars and she would have to
devote horself to development along
Industrial lines to get this paid before tho country would be In shape
to shoulder any more war debts. And
Japan
not Idle, ho says. Tho
greatest activity la exhibited In all
lines and the government Is spending
millions on improving its harbors and
ports. At Kellng, a port in Formosa,
Japan Is spending $3,000,000 for im
provements.
Tho government will In that coun
try control the Irrigation systems
when built. The only irrigation In
Formosa at present is under tho cen
tro! of the Chinese, and Is Inadequate
J.
and very poor. The visitor said he
has seen the bfttj'fits from spending
President
great sums of money for Industrial
Improvements and In a few years Japan will not be far behind.
'America has been a great teacher
St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
for Japan," said Mr. Sogawa.
'In peace, yes; how would It be In
Joseph BarniKt, Vrnprlelor,
war?" he was asked.
Showcases, Mission I'tinilliire, Store
120 West Central Avenue.
Tho Japanese visitor laughed and
and liar Fixture and llullding MateALL
SKftVED.
UQUOnS
CHOICE
shook his head. "We don't want
the popular games. Kano every Mon- rial.
that," he said.
day, Thursday and Saturday night.
in ery ticst of Kansas rity Beef anil
A. J. Love, Proprietor
Mutton at KM1L KLi:i WOKT s, lit North
Use Journal Want Ads.
40 K. First Street
Phone 403.
Third t root.
1

Knnt-Ka-

Follows
Agreement for Arbltrallon
llrst Hay' Idleness of 1,100 .Men.

907.

1

FOOT-K;IH-

settled

1

ir

EIII0D5

Mayer, Ariz. Many copper proper
ties in tnis vicinity are showing im
mense activity, among them being the
f
Sumet and Copper Creek group
Machinery for the former i
mines.
on the ground ready for installation
and is of the very best type obtaina
ble.
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Ho, You Fans!

mon-sooi-

on

rock island

forty-fiv- e
miles nulos soutii
west of Laramie and in the Medicine
Row range, but twelve miles from

electro-magneti-

n,

carmenTstrike

situated

one-tent-

Lonely Pacific Isle.

panic-stricke-
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Sit Up, You Rooters!

J
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Tuoiipeueniii Annual Tcmforia

Fairii ssoGianon

ctober 7th to

12th Inclusive

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

head-hunti-

TJloD st DaseboII in tho Whole Wide Host
'if

head-hunti-

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize

$900
$500
$200

Fixst Clubs and Closo Contests to Decido
tho Championship of tho Southwest,
Whíxt Moro Do You Wsxnt ?

1

Half Fare Railroad Rates

A. WEINMAN

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ROY STAMM
Secretary

Lobby Saloon
CHOICE LIQUORS
SERVED

rilsonor Brer on Tap.
Coma In and (let Ariinliiteil.
tV. I. AI.KXANDKK. Tmp.

ir

lEMll'l
Vi'ESTER'I
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Remnants throughout the
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out:

eoinpHrnnvelv shallow depths. Above!
Idaho City the Cold Coin mill which;
bus been operanng h n than a yer
U Hlretdy repotting
tpi piotlts. The
IHg Cl e k properties (ire producing
gold,
silver, I h
piod (plantilles of
(nKper and sonic iin. í ver. At .In-- ,
tiller moicitaill, til! .M' Kinlev tuiiucl
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It N If
ii.
shott. Idockv llivohi,.,
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We liuBÍit from His world's ttrrnlrst manufacturer a bpnutlful
the-- "
want every uno nf mir customurs t" havs win.
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coiivime V"U !( buy mis:
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f 2 110 I'sriuols at
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Off on all Children's Fine
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Hscqucs at
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'..plln and inillstt II. ml. All bums.
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I 4.00 lo t no Trimmed Hals at
f .oo to t 100 Trimmed Hals at
100 to I 3 no Trimmed tints at
I 1.0(1 t tin oo Trimmed Hats at
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Lawn Wrappers
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In Klon and
Tailor made, neatly
trimmed ami very stylish. Matarla! f l.lnen Duck and Poplin, at almost Unit Price.
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White Wash Suits

f odd Skirts nVoilli from
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nations f!ir Mile mon"y:

of our finest imported Pattern Hats, all our own original styles, all our ready-to-wehats, all trimmed
Hats of every description, all untrimmcd shapes, onu-mentetc, at less than Half Price:
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uilliiicry Department

asaortmetit of iicntly made, stylish
'
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axsortment of J'lnin and Novelty While Wash' Hulls In l.lnen iHirk. Poplin
Hlylish Iniss Hklrta. worth from it 1.0 up In and l.uwiu. at Unit Price.
$7.411
Ill iO. sale pti.e
Wash I'ettlcoala In i'ercalra and (lliinliams,
White Wash Coats
fast colors, well mude, worth from 11.00 up
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Head

Skirts

Wool Dress

4c.
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Ky far tha best offerlinr of (he season.
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CHILDREN'S
of

of
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All initio

I

should ninka purchasing here tomorrow

t

at
Waists at
Waisis at
Wal-t- s
at
Wal-t-

Kn
,

slot-I-
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i

i

A ppaur

$ 1.30

I S.r.s Puraaola
I T.f)t Parasols
110 si)
IJS.IIO

i

Prices must

Psrssols at

S.r.O

I ' T"

Wv

Dresses, Slips and Lawn Caps

Lad ies' Wearing

Fashionable Parasols

)

i

Large assortment of infants'

I

t

porting steady progress, and the

INFANTS' WEAR.

Albuquerque's Brightest and Best Store.

Price.

1

look ii good for a record production
this season. On the Idaiio road about
Itotse the Adolman
six inlies from
In others uro piodmlng good ore from

L

X

I

gold-bearin-

re,

3

Six more selling days and that means hustle every minute for we have lots of merchnnriisr! vet to sell. We are still reducing prices and tomorrow you will find that they average
at least 1 U per cent" lower than before,
his is done because assortments arc being broken every day and the odd pieces are naturally of less value to us, It has been a most sue
,1 I
1
r
mii
,(
i
i,
C.I
,i
UiU
t
i
unu lur uiu cumuiiicis, we- arc picasca Dccause our mcrcnanmsc
uubiui &aiu, uuui iui
nas been greatly disposed or ano every customer is pleased wim tne values,

old-tim-

Jioího, Idaho The quart and player;
properties of the Hoise basin are

8T

r

--

Second We ek oí On
it,

mluin
Montezuma, Col. Modern
methods are now coming in to revolutionize the conditions that have prevailed in this disrict for a score or
more of years. Many mines abandoned as unprofitable when operated
e
by
methods are now belp.r
reopened; and recent examinations
have disclosed thV presence of Incalculable wealth In the low grade or.
formerly regarded a.s of little or r
value. The Montezuma ores are esp'v
cially tlch In lead and zinc, and this
fact Is no longer looked upon as a
drawback In the mining of the richer
metals, as gold, silver and copper.
Capitalist
have recently begun to
take notice of these conditions, and
the results are commencing to be evident In the form of preparations fur
lenewed activity that Is likely to in:
per inane lit.
Dawson City, Yukon Territory Th"
nhins of the Yukon Il.'tsln fluid
DredRlng company are refunded us of
the most weighty significance for th i
development of the Yukon district
within the more Immediate future.
The company's concessions from tho
Canadian government gInclude hoiih
and
of
at re
lll.ono
dredgHhle placer land extending olon.f
1
of
a
distance
the Stewart river
miles. When It is considered that thei
values In the gravels avenue fiO reins
to the cubic yard with many tlch barí1
where bedrock values have never n
yet been ascertained, the Immensity tf
surpwssi s
this proposition well-nig- h
belief.
The company Is in orpoi alt d
not simply to eiiKHg" In dredging "P
ctfttiotix. but to establish trading posts
and transportation companies, and I
fj.i t In lake an active band in the com-- ;
merclal development of thu whole re-- j
gton.
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HELP WANTED--lla- le
the first few minutes of trading due
to lower cables and a generally favorable weather in the northwest tho WANTED Practical
electrician at
market was strong all day. Prices
Keliance Electric Co., 502 West Cendeclined slightly in the last half hour tral ave.
but the close was strong. September WANTED
s
grocery man for the
c lower
opened He to
at 91c to Richelieu Grocery: right
wages for the
91 Vie, advanced to 82c and closed at right man. Apply Hugh Trotter.
tf
92 He. The corn market was strong
s
WANTED
camp cook;
At once.
all day on buying by commission - also muckers
3.00
and miners. $2.25 to
The
houses and elevator Interests.
close was strong. September opened lgood stenographer. Colburn s Rmploymcnt
He higher at 53c. advanced to 53 C Agency. SIS South Klrst street.
and Closed at 63HííC Trading in WAÑTED-- An
expeToTbíkkeeper. Ad- "
imis wan moan 111
""M dresa In own writing, atntlng experience,
murivei snuweu uiuy
iccuic ionnMinc etc., S. J. Brack. Manager, Klo Grande Lumto the upturn in wheat and, corn. The ber Company, City.
market Closed steaay. Bememoer
A stenograhper.
Call at 409
opened unchanged to He lower at WANTED
West Copper avenue.
tf
c to 38 He, , advanced to 3ac ana
38
A young man stenograhper at
WANTED
closed at 38 c.
Mcintosh Hardware Co., 216 West Contra! avenue.
The Metals.
Tfork.
July 24. Tin advanced Wanted Biacksmtth for eoat mining
New
camp.
Apply W. H. Hahn.
tf
lOfíí' 15a In London, spot closing at
183 6s and futures at 182. Locally WANTED Oook at Santa Fe Restaurant,
the market was dull and unchanged at; linrWir Hsuotm ltta.1
I41.00ÍÍ 41.25. Copper was higher in WANTED A competent young man for- -!
England, spot advancing to 96 and
general merchandise store; must speak
futures to 88. Locally the marktt 8pan,sh . A(,flrfill. , thu offlce.
lake heint?',
was dull and nominal,
quoted at $21.00 22.00; electrolytic,
20.50 2 1.00. and casting,
jzo.oü,
WAN I tU YZmdt

j

Extra Westbound Freight Goes

AIID STOCKS

First-clan-

Into Ditch Four Miles From

HAVE DIED IN HILLS
,

Fireman Finds One of Little
Italian
Wanderers Three

vWnslow
Results,

With

Disastrous

'

Wall Street.
The action of
Southern Pacific today, which rose to
90 Vi was regarded as strongly confirmatory 'of the conviction that an increase in the dividend rate Is Imminent. No official Information on the
plans of the directors could be se
cured. The professional traders followed the movement on the supposition that a period of speculatve activity In Southern Pacific was due. Some
111
uin" useu win. fiievi rcru- nf( the ,,robable dividend action were
not content with asserting the lnten
tion. to raise the rate to 6 per cent,
but insisted on a coming 7 per cent
rate. The 130,000,000 of new pre
ferred stock now In process of payment does not yet draw dividends.
The weight of opinion in the trading
element today was-ifavor of the
per cent rate. Union Pacific sympathized with Southern Pacific.
ThH
served to rectify to some extent the
bad effect of Union Pacifies recent
response to the movement In Southern
Pacific.
In view of Union Pacific's
large holdings of Southern Pacific
Union Pacific was expected to move in
harmony.
The movement was not
without some influence on the general
list, but nothing like the proportion
that would be expected usually of
such a considerable market demonstration In a prominent stock, Thi.s
was partly dun to the fact hat there
waa some switching of traders' acs.
counts from other stocks Into the
In other stocks
Account
were sold out to secure resources to
put Into Southern Pacific. St. Paul
showed the closest sympathy with the
Harrlmans and Amalgamated copper
developed a degree of later strength
In compliance with tho better foreign
market lor the metal. Closing stocks:

.

Disputen la" be Morning Journal.
Wlnslow,
Arlr. July 24. Extra
westbound freight train No. 84J on
the Santa Fe went Into the ditch-- four
Special

From
Town Hunting the Other.
Miles

Home-Wh- ole

miles east of Wlnslow this morning,
when the train was running past h
new spur tiaiK. Four cara of mining
machinery were scattered
over the
right of way for tomo distance and
traffic waa delayed for several hours.
Thero waa considerable damage to
equipment. So far as known no one
waa hurt.
ylanatlon.
t
Monday Afternoon the Oultanl hoy.
Way Car Turns Over.
In oomp.iny with another little
.The local wrecking crew was called
of the name age. son of pom-Inlc- k out shortly
7 o'clock lust night
(.lllettl, disappeared from Mad- to pick up after
a way car which overrid. Vy nightfall the whole ramp was turned In the new south yards. Aside
Aroused and In search of them. Tues- from a short delay to switching, there
day the minen were closed down in was no damage.
order to allow nil the miners in the
camp to loin in a thorough search of
the hills for the children. About 4
o'clock Tuesday afternoon one of the
TO
little fellows who proved to be tl)e
('lllettl hoy was discovered by Dick
Green, who whs firing on a work
train about three miles above Cerrillos. The boy was speedily bronchi to
SUIT
Cerrillos 'ami is now apparently all
right, although he was nearly starved
and sreatly exhausted when found. At
6 o'clock Tuesday night Sheriff Clon-so- n
arrived from Santa Fe with
SANTA FE
bloodhounds, but the dogs were not
The
suiTi'Msful In following the trail
;illett hoy could not give any account
of his playmate further than that
they "went h long way through the
hills and slept together In a bouse." Relict of Jose Sandoval to Seek
The whole community of Cerrillos a
Damages From Company for
well as of Madrid started out early
today to continue the search, but at 4
Death of Husband at San
o'clock this evening no trace of the
lo-- t
urchin had been discovered, and
Acacio.
It Is feare.i that unless he has luckily
found water the child has probably
perished. The narents have not slept
Attorney Elfegn Baca said las
Min e the little fellow wandered away,
and are almost prostrated with grief. night that Mrs. Sandoval, wife of Jose
Sandoval, whose body was found beside the Santa Fe trucks at San
Acacio. Socorro county, a week ago
will bring suit In the next
DID 110! yesterday,
few
days asking
damages
from
the Santa Fe company. A number
Important
of
are exwitnesses
pected here to confer with Mr.
Haca
today.
alleged
was
It
at
TO GET IN
the time that the engine crew of the
train which is supposed to have run
down Sandoval were aware of the accident, but did not stop the train io
make any Investigation. A coroner's
Jury next day decided that the deTHE CASE
ceased had been foully treated and hU
body placed beside the track but tho
widow evidently believes he received
his Injuries from the train. Sandova'
when found was still alive but unconUnderstood That a Little Bit of scious,
and died a short time after being discovered. The coroner's Jury
HasPressure From Above
verdict tvas that bruises on the 'deceased's head were Inflicted by a blunt
ExcepInstrument in human hands.
Bill
of
tened Filing of
IHp4-ln-

llapi--

l

to the Moraine: Journal

Cerrillos, N. M., July 24. Fifty
dollars' reward has been offered by
Joe Glulanl, a Madrid coat miner, for
the return, dead or alive, of his
boy who I either wandering
Hliout in the hills somewhere or has
met his death from exhaustion or

ld

rom-rt:ir:l-

WIDOW

BOHIO

AGIST

Hdr-riman-

K0
Adams Express
93
Cupper
AnialKamfted
... 43
American Car and Kiiundry
looty
do preferred
",
American Cotton Oil
Rfl
do preferred
Kiprcaa
American
...210
American Hide and Leather
American lee
American Linseed Oil
t'h
22 94
do preferred
KG
American locomollvo ;
104 Vj
du preferred
v
Smelling and Heftnlns;. . . .1 18
American
.108
do preferred
122
American Huicsr Refining-American Tobáceo, pfd certlf
86U
U
Anaconda Mining Company
84 V,
Atchlaon
SI 14
do preferred
VH
Atlantic Cuaat 1. no
llaltlmore and Ohio
SU
do preferred
Drooklyn Rapid Tranxit
57

PKÉD

Canadian Pacific
Central of New Jersey
Cheaapeake
and Ohio
Chicago (Ireat Western
Chicago and Northwestern
nilcago, Milwaukee and HI. Paul
Chicago Terminal and Transit
do preferred
C. c, C. and St.
Colorado Kind and Iron
Colorado and Southern
110
first preferred
do second preferred

VAIIT

tions in Bursum Case.

llml

l

1St-tn-

h to the Morning

,15

ii

1f!

IK

.., i ntLf
no. jeiiu vvtifl un uaiic, i
'fill.
20
5D5.25 locally, but declined 5s to
WANTED
A
i.

(

'i

Distillers'

Krbi

private wire to
July 24. 1907:
Amalgamated Copper

own

Anaconda
Alloucz

Boston

..,

m 93
68 V4
i
48
1
25

9.1

58ift

,

45

24

. . .,

Personal Property Loans

124

Mountain

D"4

25!4fi

25

914

0

Centennial
Calumet and Arlíona
Copper Range
Denn Arlxona
Davis Daly
Oranby. asked
Oreen
Keewena'v
Michigan Mining
Mohawk Mining
Nevada Consolidated

29if
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!t0
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KtVtW

i

8

4

1

8'4
12'

1214
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8
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82H
14

North Butte
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W 14
W 8314
10
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6

6
3
17
16

3fi4Í
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ff 109

Tamarack
Trinity
I'nlted Copper
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Wolverine .
Victoria .
Globe Consolidated,
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Securities

I,

Interesting Sight at Traction
Park as Forest Ranger Applicants Go Througt Tests
Under Supervisor Harris.

Central
1H
14
,
Paper
Clerk A. Bradley In the Santa Fe International
do preferred
71
distribution office, Is temporarily laid International pump
24(4
off on acc ount of Illness.
do preferred
70
Iowa Central
17
Clerk Fred WrlKht to General Fore-ma- n do preferred
3H
J. A. Conley has resigned and K. Kansas Cliy Southern
27
I. Murphy is filling the position at do preferred
67
There was a most Interesting sight
present.
Louisville and Nashville
114
Traction Park yesterday when the
Metropolitan
Securities
il H at
eleven applicants for positions In th"
Frank Masters, who has been visit- Mexican Central
United States forest service underwent
41
ing In Albuiuercue for several days, Minneapolis and St. Paul
m. Paul and Kuult Míe. M
10714 the field tests under the expert eye ot
left last night for Wlnslow, where he Minn.,
do
preferred
Hugh H. Harris, supervisor
135
of the
Is employed as an engineer by the
Missouri Pacific
75, Manzano and Mount Taylor forest reSanta Fe.
Missouri, Kansas and Texas
3d
serves, who conducted the examinado preferred
av. tion.
The written
examinations
Santa Fc business car N'o. B. used National ,ead
(1
were held on the preceding day. The
by C.eneral Manager A. O. Wells, of Nullonal Railroad of Mexico
5
Held
work
yesterday
consisted of tesis
113
the Coast lines, has emerged from the New y.irk Central
of efficiency and quickness In saddling
New York. Ontario and Western
S
San Bernardino shops after a general Norfolk
horses,
packing
puck
horses, ' riding,
7f,
and Western
overhauling.
surveying work, familiarity with the
do preferred
750 CS
Nerlh Ameritan
i'.i'i compass, pacing off distances, and so
Engine 1031 and 10.11.
e
Raclflc Mall
3D
forth. Home good exhlhltlons of ex-- j
passenger" machines which have been Pennsylvania
yt-- i men
123
wiin iriff ' aiarajii
in last,
degraded to freight aervice, will be rc. People's lias
wtirk with the broncho and the pack
Instated and will haul the limited Pittsburg. C. C. and Kt. Louis
70
were
men
saddle
given
eleven
and
the
Pressed Steel Car
train on the New Mexico division,
tb
with their horses performed somo In. , , ,
90
here and I,ns Vegas. Two or do preferred
teresting maneuvers during
tesis.
hree years ago these engines were Pullman Palace Car
Hf The examiner had a busy claythe
of It, as
1(16(4
used exclusively on the passenger Reading
It
easy
no
Is
work to have four sets
do first preferred
0
trains east out of here.
of men doing four different things at
do second preferred
7
same
Republic Steel
the
time
and see exactly how
J7i
The S Hila Fo has completed ardo preferred
well each man does his work.
a
rangements
for putting extra con- I''"' Island Company
,,, 21
The applicants como from an unusdo preferred
ually good class, as all are more or
ductors on aomo of the passenger
47
(looda
Rutiher
tig
I rains
pieferred
proficient In horsrmunshlp and
lesa
where the business Is exceedSt. Louis and San franctarn 2d pfd....
the outdoor duties of a forest ranger
ingly heavy during this season of the St
Louis
20
Southwestern
and shove the average In Intelligence..
year. This stop Is necessitated on ac
do preerred
U
One man was from 1.a Junta, cute
count of the nillemrc books which Metittiern Pacific
n
rrom iiaianoma, and one or two otn-er- s
;
were Issued recently under the new
do preferred
112
from Arizona and elsewhere and
law. It takes a conductor about five Southern Hallway
0
men;
some
New
Mexico
even If they don't know how necesthe remainedr
do preferred
minutes to collect transportation nut
f5
from as far away as eastern Otero sary It Is for their health and happiVial and Iron...
1.4
of each mileage book, and on Ih's ac- Tennessee
county..
or
Texas and Pacific
Weir
Forest
Guard
Fred
ness.
Tholr elders do know and
in
count when business Is very heavy be- Toledo, hi. Louis and Western
reserve and
the Manzano
Forest want the same. They'll all get the
2
tween two stations the conductor Is
do prefered
411; Otiard Mctiinnls assisted In the congood
If It's ordered from thla
bread
often unable to collect al! the tickets. t'nlon I'a.lfie
141
ducting of the Held tests.
modern, clean, sweet bnke shop.
do preferred
These extra conduc tors will be put on
S3
Flour, knendlng and baking Just the
"1117
Tinted Mlatea Kxpreea
at once,
Take the Postmaster's Word for II.
best anywhere. You'll be served dally
I'nlted Slates Really
f,j
Mr. F. M. Hamilton, postmaator at
I Mlleil
a:.
Males Ituhlier
Ind., keepa also a stock ef general If you so order.
Wrrck n KoufhurMcrn.
do piefrrred
7
merchandise and patent medicines. Ha
' nolher had wreck occurred on (he I'niied
Stales Steel
says: "Chamberlain's Cello, Cholera and
PIONEER BAKERY
F.I I'aso and
do prefeired
Southwestern Sunday
100
Diarrhoea Remedy la standard here In Its
night at loniils. a siding shout ten Virginia Candína Chemical
207 SO. FIKST KT.
line. It never falls to give satisfaction and
u
do preferí d
101 14
we could hardly afford to be without It."
miles this side of where the (Jolilen Vsli,ili
by
a
sal
131
For
all druggist.
State Limited was wrecked the rilsht do pii'l'l mil
before, says tho F.I I'aso Times. The Wells Kargo Express
ma
Mall
Order Advertisers.
wreck, which came near being a Vl eating house fcllerlrls ...
14Í
us aelp you get some business from Harness, Kinl'lles, Saddlery, latlier,
head-o- n
collision, was caused by a Wesiern I nlon
79
Klwling, I'nlnW.
our thousand of reader. There la lot
f
northbound extra freight running Into Wheeling and Lake Krie .
to be bad and while enr present adver- Before buying examine our goods and
Centlwl
17
t Wleronaln
the engine of another íitIkM
In
Morning
tiser
Journal are getting
the
do preferred
.
4ft
lrleei and nave money.
was going Into the ,ldttig. The two Iritcrhoreugh
thetr share, I her la plenty left for new IOS
1S
OKNTHAb AVI'Nl'K
trains had orders to meet at thin place do preferred Metropolitan
coiners.
S
and the southbound had Just started Oreat Northern
I k
J. D, Baklp Pre.
Cha Mellnl, fsey
to pull Into the siding and clear the Northern pacific
It ant Ad Happenings.
O. Itachevhl, Tree
leather
Almost every want advertisement that la O. Clio ml, Vic Pre.
24
track for lh northbound, which bad U'enlral
do prrfird
printed causea "eoitiethlng to happen'' In
the right of Hay over It when It was OS
Ihla rlly.
struck by the other train, which
,e wonderful thing alooil It all I
And
running twenty miles an hour.
Total palia,
In
every titialoeae transaction
that
shares.
Jii
of the
F.iiRlneer C. F. Andetson,
Honda were Irregular. Total sales which la brought about between two people
Bucceaaor to Mellnt é. Flnkla
northbound train was the roost seri- par value.
through a want ad, both partlf are pleaaed.
1. 214.0(10.
Gioml
and Iiaihoihl
rítate
ously Injured. His collar bone was twos registered declined I'nlted
both
are
Raliiera.
per cent
WJIOI r.KAI.K lir.Al.EKrt IN
For about al want ad tranaaetlon
are
broken and he una otherwise cut and on cal..
a
f
baaed upon tao "mauls" tnatead of one-t- rie
j
bruised considerably. Fireman W. H.
and the want-to- . secure. One i da JrOy Lliy wtiai (JL
i
I'avy on the same engine, was also
Chit ago llonrct itt Trade.
of th,.
wants and, o, Is We handle everything In eur line.
Chit-agobadly bruised and cut. Both engines
July 24. In addition In ad aaiufirs both
a "want ad "
and four loaded car were knocked tilifavoi able weather for the crop in
Write for Illustrated Cnlalngu and
the winter wheat sort ion and In farts
Price l,it, Isaued to deaiurs only.
of
f'sfinilit, the whi'ftt market Was
damaged. The engine on the south-- I
Trleiihone I IS
Use Morning Journal Want Adsj
by
ennsr. riwwr t. vii
affected
a rumor that !iHin
av
bound Ii.iIm, which whs kI in k about
liMil
suspended
duty
on
the
wheat.
i
the middle, was the chief sufferer. It
and Get Results.
rreiimiii.iry
hglit
receipts
"
anil
being dmriK', stimji
1M). KiiKlr.- -i r Ithln. h .rt and
fireman on ' '"'"try a. i ept .o. ea al...
. n
i intime,.
a,
i.iini,..,!
(ri,
htmiind
Itie oil
A I. II V O V I It Q It K
j'uNuri of a heavy Imm during
they ,iw tiiflt the other train would the
.! Injur I.
iUe them, ati, vi ,
rUuMuiJ iiiU fiiilviliíiü, ltwtr.0.
a
i'i ,,,H l,iiw lf a, 'mmi
e
, t tie
H, I". Hull, Prnprl.-tor1 tie Hi
I .if-.It
led
nil
i i .. 11 Mil.
""1
m., ""t
t
lliS
ci e I
Iron aid Itiaa tuiii'si. Of, CL and
f
it e t ,1
'
l,tnih--i
ILvl.Hllt
t'aia,
Flllliif. í.íílte
I '
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i
a a ' I ;
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"the children want
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double-seate-
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Bred-to-la-

Tele-phon-

S,

RENTDweliings

Harding át the

Monarch

store.

,

'

Grocery

FOR RENT Four-roohouse,
furnished
for housekeeping;
rent moderate. 2 13
Marble avenue.
Apply C. N. lllngham. 120
South Second street.
Full RbjNT Furnished tent houso, 411 80!
Walter St.
hotel'' or rooming
FOR RENT
New
house, good location.
W. M. McMllllon,
ill West Gold Ave.

j

FOR RENT One hree. room house,
00;
also
two rooms, furnished',
tor light
housekeeping.
Apply
V.
A.
Reynolds.
,
Navajo Hotel.

Second fltreet.

t'lre
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Mir,
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Architect

Barnett Htjlldtng

T.

ASSAY Kits.

W. JENKS

Aasayer, Mining & Metallurftca
Engineer.
S09 West Fruit avenue,
Pogtofflo Bog
lis, or at office oí F. H. Kent 111
South Third street.
a

'

flU lot

tWIHvItTAKKIwVNislflIiVái

W. Cen

A. JÜORDKRS-

tf

L

TRIMBLE &
RENT
or three room nou.ea, W.
furnished or unfurnished.
W. V.
IA3 South Second etreet
UVEBT, TtKO ANO IIVrsT STABLF.l
FOR KENT Thar are nennle who would
Urst ri
Titrsuut
t
make dealrable tenant
for that vacant
KeaaoDahle Katea.
nouae ot your. There will be tomorrow, too; Tl lephor,., 8,
N)Hh fi.on1 f,trrfiU
nd there I time enough for vou to a.i
your ad In the Morning Journal for rent
column tomorrow.
It ahould have been
n e looav.
FOR

C0f,!PAt

Totl.&'Gra'di

1

1i

North Third MreaH
EDUCED
Dealers in
xr
a
ORiKKItlES, IMVIMOS, C.nAtlf
vi
wa
ah
it- I . . .
ity and ltte. n,10
W a
ALila
I
olnti Ines, iAqnon and tlgara.nl lmiHirit.A
U'VI
your
f,)r n.ta
nrrlere
llp
IIAII.KOAII
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W

TKHfTN 111)1 (,HT
AND HOIJ. (OltKKHro.MlrMtl
hOIJt 1IKI.

MOURE'S
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TICKET

I'la.-e-

THE

VVM.

FARJ1

.
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H

'

SANTA FE TIME TABLE

OFFICE

Í'

Only Member ef American Tteket
It rollers' A saw lit tion,
Weal f'entral AveniM.
Altmnaerqii

j

i
?

i

.

COMPANY

Wholfnle

arid Retsll
IiKAI.r.B IN tHtMH AMI SALT MEAT
Sanaa
a Sneelally
Tot Cattle and Hora the HlRgeat Mar-Vet IVi.
U Iatd.

(Kffeetlv, Jun, !flh ,
rom trie
sl
Arrive. 1 "
No. 1. Sotithera
,. 1 p I
tal.
No. J, California
Limited' . .. .11 in P t
No I, Norih. cel. y.., Ml
.,11 S! n H
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I;. AlAUGtufl
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WENCER

""orn-'Ll'-
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r
:
Undertaker and Embalmer
City Undertaker
FOR RENT Modern
cottage, close In.
Paul
TeuUch, room I and 1 Oram Commercial Cluh Ridg.
Albuauerqtie
ouiioing.
tf
FOR RENT
tral avenue.

Consolidated Liquor Co.

I

K. W.

IVII. KVt.lM-'Klt"
PITT ROtíí
County Surveyor, '
FOR RENT CHEAP
Attorney before U. 8. Land DepartOne
house, 310 West Baca ave.
ment. Lana Scrip for sale, Ctvtl en.
One
modern
house,
603 South gtneerlng,
Fourth street
ve O PPosH e M orn fn g Jo ri ra al
Apply at Mann Saddlery Co., 114 North

. .

W

i

W

I

.

KTTROFONH.

's

111

'

;

ATTOKNEY&
JOHN W. WILSON
;
Attorney at Law
Collections attended to promptly.
Room 1, N. T. Armljo building,
e,
New Mexico.
59.
Phone
R. W. D. BRYAN
'
Attorney at Law.
Offlcé in First National Bank Building
Albiquarriua, New Mexico.

Oon-lale-

THOS. F. KELEHER

-

-

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

Moll-tor-

CIVIL SERVICE

"

I

U-

,

yi

Cher-ryval-

wr-o- ld

First National Bank Building.
WANTED A position as nurse for sick or FOR RENT Modern room and board, 26
per month, Mr. Eva L. Craig, (ot
children. A. I,. D., Journal.
South Second street, upstair.
A pair of gulnla fowls, Address
WANTED

four-roo-

1

It V. Slua. HIS West Central avenue, had a valuable thotoughlir rt
Jersey cow, for which
thn
lie recntly refused an offer of $100.
badly wounded by some young hoodlum with a title yesterday. The row
has beer, In the Hulling pasture between Central avenu and the river
and the Hound looked as If It had
been deliberately lutliited by one of
the numerous young toughs with guns
n In that vicinity
who may b dally
and fil.in the brinks of the IUu
li.andi'. A bol atiout the sl. of a
pencil was found In the center "'
huí
Hie cow's shoulder and one side of
tin- - tuitiiM-f- l o ll lit
na covered with
the l.lnod that bad been flowing from
the Wound. ft In believe. I, however,
til' OW run be KM Hi If till! WOUIld I
pt'ipirly treated.
1 lie cliy a ni hoi1t les have already
taken oiin ji
in on the Juvenile un
luting evil hut the, o has been no
de. ri an" in th
number of
Im.i
hn under around the oulnkltti
of tin etiy wHti deadly weapons with
t
they ale hltle Ml
wli
v lii" n ñu- n ineii.ne riot on y o
I .i. mi life tin' to
iin(erty as In the
I
I!
i n'f.
I
IhkIi time fhtake o(! the niniier and lire- i.im.f.
.
;
tide Inns
I
te ttevertli-.- l from
- !d '
I hiii.
ihrfdty weritiiiíjsí i jilier
,,r ,. .:., the ei'v llmim. The
Mee
'
!.i mid
Ifllil 4.I11HK lives s ,, ,.'
of I
j.i"V I ., .4

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for rent In a
Apply 421 No. 6th.
cool and shady place.
Nicely
RENT
FOR
AND
furnished
front room,
FURNITURES
ON
HOMBBHOI.n
electric, light, bath and steam heat. S31
OTHER PERSONAL, PHOPBHTY.
South Third street.
112 BOUTH THIRD STREET.
FOR RENT Desk room In an office with
W A NTED M iscellaneous
all conveniences.
Address, stating business, P. O. Box 364.

goods,

......,.,.,,,,

and County Should Take Up
the Matter,

Money to Loan

m

!l3'.

tv

T

13

.

good bread

Citizen Has Valuable Cow
Wounded by Young Vandals

Avenue

t

8,

3
47

4BÍ,

lt2
.
.

24

2 '4

117

AT LARGE

Cent-ra-

RENT For light housekeeping,
one.
three or four furnished rooms; also three
room cottage, 522 South Edith etroet.
FOR RENT Four furuls'hed rooms for IlKlit
housekeeping at 1211 South Second street;
also two furnished rooms at 120,1.
FOR RENT Three nice large rooms for
light housekeeping, or for men for sleeping. Apply 617 South Broadway.
FOR

.

(hi

118

household

X

AND 6UII STILL

West

303

FOR RENT Room in modern house
to healthy gentleman. Apply 713
West .Silver.
tf
FOR RENT Nice frunished front
room. 702 East Central avenue. No
Invalids desired.

Apply at DR. C. A. FRANK
aa nurse.
etc., WANTED Position
617 South Edith street,
stored safely at resaonablo rate. Phone
Physician
640.
The Socuúfy Warehouse A Improve- WANTED We are prepared to take a Rooms 4 and S, and Surgeon.
Barnett bldg. Office
ment Co. Offices In the Grant Block, Third
limited number of boarders at "Rocky hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8 p. m.
afreet and Central avenue.
Point" Judge Trimble's ranch, near Tijeras
DR. 8. L. BURTON
canyon.
Address Mrs. C. F. Bonsall.
'
LIBERTY LADIES' COLLEGE WANT R D Clean
I'hyslclan and Burgeon
cotton rags at the Morn Highland
Office.
S.
610
14 miles from Kansas City.
Walter atreet.
ing Journal office.
Highest grade
Albuquerque. N. M. Fhone N. 109.
In Letters, Sciences, Art. Unusually strong
faculty. American Mozart
Conservatory.
DR. R. L. HUST
An Emerson Piano as prise In May Festival
Rooms
N. T. Armljo building.
Contest.
For full Illustrated catalog address
SALE Kitchen, bedroom and Tuberculosis treated with High FreC. M. WILLIAMS,
President. Liberty, Mo. FOR
dining-rooquency
Electrical Current and Germifurniture. Apply room
31 Barnett building. Call after 11 a. m. cide. Treatments given from
t a.m. to
Notice for Publication.
P.
Trained nurse In attendance.
HAI,t
Jersey and Holstein cow, 3
Department of the Interior. Land Office at rOH
years old. Address 713 South Kdlth st.
DB, W. G. SHADRACH
anta Fe, N. M.. June 28. 1107.
i
house.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan Martines, f'OK HA LB Furniture of
Practice Limited
1036
Broadway.
Address
South
of Albuquerque,
N. M., has filed notice of
Ean Noce Throat ,.v
his Intention to make final five year proof FOR BALE Furnltnro or a
lodging Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe eoast
In support of Ms claim, viz:
Homestead
houae. Apply 616 West Coal avenue.
lines. Office ZU
West Central arf.
Entry No. 11676 made June ÍS.1807, for the
N. E. i Hectlon 6. Township 9N, Range (E. FOR, SALE
Entire tock of chicken, two Hours: 9 to 12 a.m,; 1:80 to t p.m.
and that said proof will be made before H.
ione cutters, two alfalfa cutter,, home
HOMKOPATTIS.
power, etc.; also household furniture.
W. B. otero, U. 8. Court, at Albuquerque,
N. M., on August
Poultry Ranch, cor. William St., and DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON
.. 1907.
"
He names the following witnesses to prove Southern Ave.
Homeopathlo
,
his continuous residence upon, and cultivaFhynlclans and Surgeon.
FOR SALE One gooa saddle pony and one
.
tion of, the land, viz: Jose de la Cms
large gentle driving horae. Inquire at J.
Over Vann'a drug etore. Phone:
Jose Domingo Trujlllo, Cario Griego,
H.
Shurflehargor,
218
West Gold avenue.
Office
Jose Griego, all of Albuquerque, N. M.
and residence, 62$. Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and harness
60.
wagon yard, 200 Bouth Broad DR. W. M.
Hunter
SHERIDAN
15,00(1
tf
LBS. BKST"- - COLORADO way,
Homeopathic
Ui:i IIU.W AM) KIKMtTS, $1.50 FOR SALE Our dairy for gale on eay
Physician
and Rurgeo.
I'l'.ll 100 LBS. K. V. VI. K 4i02-Oterm; barn and pasture for rent. Albcra Occidental Life Building.
Albnqner.
SOtTll I'lU.ST. PHONE 16.
Brothers.
tf que. New Mexico. Telenhone
FOR
large
SALE
d
One
horse and
Arrive Norfolk 7:0 Net Day
VKTlsKINAnY.
buggy,
I60;
also one Jersey
without changing curs by leaving Kt. Louis heifer,
365.; a bargain; will be sold to the WJI, BELDKN
11:44 a. ni., Chicago 10:05 a. m. over Penng.
to
e.
Inquire of
first
00m
T.. Vann. corsylvania Hliort Line via Columbus und N.
Veterinary.
W. Ky. dally after July 1.4.
Phone 405, Residence 4flJ R. Kdlth.
Low fares. ner Gold avenue and Second street.
Write Hull,
U Seventeenth street, Denver. FOR RALE One good gentle pony, buggy,
DI.TVTISTS.
and harness. 1217 Bouth Broadway.
Question of Moment.
What part of the Morning Journal do you FOR SALE Half Interest in established CHAS. A. ELLER, D. Ti. H.
suppose Is the most Interesting to the perOffice: Room 14, N. T. Armljo Bldg
poultry ranch.
poultry yard.
son who Is eagerly looking for a furnished J. T. Hrger(i proprietor. 13th and MounHours: 8 to 12 a.m.; 1 to 5 p.m.
e
room or a boarding place?
Rfi9.
Appointments hv mal
tain Road.
la your advertisement In that part of tbe
paper?
FOR
SALE Aermotov
windmill, tank DR. J. E. KRAFT
" not why not?
and
Wolklng at Bon, 707
uhtructure.
Dental Surgeen.
North Eighth street, phone MUG.
tf Roorna
Barnett Building. Phone
Appointments made hy mall.
FOR
B. J. ALGER, d. D. 8.
Offices:
Armllo block, opc'iU
FOR RENT If any young mtm Golden
Rule.
Hours: 8:10
wishes to go to I'ecos, overland, he
Appoint"
can have the use of a fine saddle
enjs made by mall.
horse free of charge. Inquire of Mr.
Pianos,

WANTED

10tó
44 if 44
129130
20
19

Nlplsslng .
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrott Mining
Qulncy Mining
.,
Rhode Island
Santa Fe Copper
Hhannon
Superior and l'lttsliurg

fifth

Id
' Bit

old-tim-

BOY

F0RJIENT

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Salaries and Warehouso Receipts, as
low as $10.00 and tia high as $150.00,
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private. Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamship tickets to and rom all
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN . EVENINGS.

Estate

12
27

2ini
15 &

Consolidated

Butte Coalition
Cumberland Ely

2fi-

1,1

Monoy ioOrgans,
Loan
Horsea,
Furniture, Pianos,

On

phone No. 1403,
WANTED
Position as cook In small hotel
or camp: colored.
Address X Y Z, care
Morning' Journal.
FOR SALE
Real
WANTED
At once, about four more young
FOR
SALE A
well
Improved
fellows who would appreciate good living.
Apply
C.
A. Reynold!.
Navajo The meals arc worth $10.00. but we only
ranch.
Intel.
tf charge $S.OO per week at 420 Weat Load
avenue.
FOR HAl.t; A five-roobrick houae,
on Koiilli Broadway; modern; with WANTED
K. J. Strong. Fifth
A boarder.
stable, chicken house and yard. Thla place
street and Hendricks avenue.
nas three lots;
nice
shade trees. IJrlce.
$2.600.00.
Inquire DUNBAR, corner Gold WANTED Pltuatlon by thoroughly experiavenue and Third street.
enced bookkeeper and office man; city
tf
references.
Address. "O," care Journal.
'
WANTED To buy a fresh cow, 610 So.
STORAGE
Walter St. Dr. Burton.

Xtt

Bingham
Black

washing: good wages. Apply 623 North
Fourth street.
A certain
WANTED
numDer of boarders
pay your fixed expenses; every one above
that number "paya you a profit; you can always keep tho number right by using the
want columns of the Morning Journal.

N. M.,

Albuo.ue.-qu-e,

.

'.
Arcadian
Arlrona Commercial
Saginaw
American
Atlantic

S9
40

2.',
6
42

Masonic ring.
Reward
LOST Gentleman's
upon return to Western Union Telegraph
Company.
Huntng
LOST Gold band ring. opposite
Castle, from street car. Return to Jour- nal office for reward.

flrst-clas-

81

doalrst preferred

LOST AND FOUND

girl for housework and to as10s London. Spelter was lower at Hi
sist In the care of children; no rooking
Rooms for light houseFOR RENT A few nicely furnished
15s in London. The market was weak or washing. Apply Mrs. s. Levy, 1013 West WANTED
keeping. No children, no invalids. ROOMS
room with use ef bath, by the week or
4.80fi Central avenue.
locally, with spot quoted at
J31
A.
B.,
Journal.
month. No Invalid taken. Hotel Cralge,
5.00. Bar silver, 68 c. Mexican dol- WANTED Cook and housekeeper
for a WANTED
Four business or professional
Silver Ave.
lars, 53 c.
.family of two; reference required; highest
a
meals, $1.00 a day;
men for
wages. 'Address, J. J. J., care Morning near park, close In. Address O, Journal.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished
room
MININO STOCKS.
very low price, The L Veta Roomingat
Journal office.
WANTED To loan money In amounts to House.
The following Boston quotations are furWest
Lead
avenue.
Ill
A
WANTED
girl
14,
general
Mr. J.
housework;
for
Co.,
over
brokers,
nt
thetr
T.
by
Iloom
Brown,
F.
J.
Graf
nished
suit borrower.
Fleming.

15
S9

Air brake Instruction car No. 0!),99á
c.eneral Electric
arrived In the city yesterday.
Illinois

bo-h.i- lf

I

4

ft

do second preferred

Journal )

SILL

177
17S

.

Consolidated
Ciaa
llii
Corn Products
17'
do preferred
72ty
Delaware and ludson
...,lTi
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western. ,49
Iienier and Rio tirando ..!
27
do preferred
70

RAILROAD NOTES.

Santa Fe, N. M., July 24 It has
leaked out here that the bill of exceptions filed recently by Honorable
George Washington I'rlchard, attorney general of New Mexico, In, the
suit of H. i"). Hurs'um against the territory for an accounting, was not entirely spontaneous. It la said that the
chief law officer of the territory was
disposed to allow the matter to go by
default, but that a little pressure,
brought to bear by representative! of
the fiower higher up caused him to
. Hangc tils mind and Intervene In
of the territory.
Scn"iitlonal Mattcn, Coming I'p,
There Is a very general rumor tonight that some sensational development may be expected In territorial
land matters within a very short time
as a result of the Investigation which
hi now been under way for some
time.

DEADLY

'

New York. July 24.

H.

'

First-clas-

MADRID CHILD MAY

en

mrnnTi
JOURNAL CLA SSiFIED W
V Lit I id
'

Si

01

of Alcohol
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Docto, s p fee une very little, if any, alcohol these days. They prefer strong tonics
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modern medical science. It explains why
Ayer's Sarsaparilla is now made entirely
free from alcohol. Ask your doctor.
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human vicissitude.
Christian Science does not deny the
atonement, nor the need. of atonement
for sin, nor does It teach that sin as
a human experience is a mere figment. Christian Science recognizes
that In man's earthly experience sin
Is a sad fact which needs to be adequately handled. It values the atonement, not as a vicarious means of rescue from sinful tendencies, but because Jesus Illustrated man's unity
with God and the possibilities of a
spiritual understanding of this
Christian Scientists believe
that sin will be abolished In the Individual when he no longer, loves it or
fears It. Rut if he. holds It to be a
reality, from the standpoint of a perfect Creator, he will Inevitably either
love it or fear it. The basis of Chris-tlo- n
Science teaching with regard to
sin Is found In the text, "God is of
purer eyes than to behold iniquity."
If Deity, who is the sole Creator, does
not know, cognize or participate- - In
sin, then this phenomenon cannot be
found In His universe! This ts the
teaching of the Scriptures and is emphasized by Christian Science.
I may be pardoned if I suggest that
a rebuke to Christian Scientists for
not raising the dead does not come
with good grace from ' any avowed
disciple of our Master, who left the
universal promise that all who believe
on Him should do the works that He
did.
It is true tha- t- the exponents of
Christian Science do not always heal
Instantaneously, and that their practice is far short of the perfect standard of our Lord, but should they be
reproached for their failures when
earnestly and
they are endeavoring
honestly to Imitate the Master and
obey His commands?
Dr. Cooper would have difficulty In
substantiiaing
his expressed belief
that every one who had been healed
in Christian Science could have been
helped without it. If that Is true,
why were they not helped? The majority of those who come to Christian
Science do so reluctantly, " without
faith in It and after they have exhausted every possible means of relief
known to the curative sciences.
Our critic says: "The people who
have been healed by Christian Science
are those whose ailment has belonged
to the nervous system." Taking up
at random a copy of the Christian
Science Journal of June for this year,
I find that the testimonials of cures
Include the healing of the tobacco
habit, liver and heart disease, pulmonary trouble, acute kidney trouble,
growth on the liver,
rheumatism,
blindness and ptomaine poisoning. I
do not know whether these ailments
belong to the nervous system, but
some of them at least are considered
serious by the medical profession.
Hev. Mr. Cooper Justifies his criticism of the spiritual healing embodied
In Christian Science by referring to
the case of Hezeklah. who treated a
boil by applying to It a lump of figs,
which, according to Mr. Cooper, "was
the method In those days of hastening the swelling." It Is significant,
however, that Hezeklah also "turned
his face to the wall and prayed for
health." That indicates that he did
not have as much confidence In the
figs as a remedy as Dr. Cooper seems
to have. If he really believed that
the figs were going to heal him, wn
did he pray? If he believed that God
had Implanted In the figs certain
healing qualities, and that It was
God's will that figs should be employed for the treatment of bolls, why resort to spiritual or mental means? If
figs were good for bolls In the days of
Hezeklah. why are they not prescribed today' Have figs lost tlvelr curative properties, or has the character
of boils changed? Christian Science
discards such obvious Inconsistencies
and relies solely upon the prayer of
faith and understanding.
Dr. Cooper says that Christian
Science condemns vaccination. au- I
would like to have him cite his
thority for this' statement.
Mrs. Eddy does not speak of vacciand
nation In her text book, "Science
Health," but several years ago, when
she
the question was much mooted,press
made a statement through the
advising Christian Sclentlcts to obey
the law and submit to vaccination
whenever It was urqulred, and to trust
God to deliver them from any evil
Nevertheless, Chrisconsequences.
that vactian Scientists do not believe
cination is absolutely necessary either
or for the
to their own protection
safety of the community. Inasmuch asa
they have proved that they have
better means of protection from contagion. Yours sincerely,
WHXARD S. MATTOX.
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REPLY TO RECENT ADDRESS
BY REV.
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HUGH

A, COOPER

Discussion of Christian Science
by Prominent Albuquerque
'

Minister Calls Forth an
swer From Boston,

1

God and absolute Teliance upon Him
at all times will save men from every

An-

O.fice of the Committee on Publication of the First Church of Christ,
B0Ston Mass-- ' July 20,
1907
Editor of . the Albuquerque Morning
Journal, Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir: Your issue of July g reports a sermon by RPV.
Hugh A.
Cooper, in which Christian Science is
discussed at some length.
", I will not trespass upon your space
or generosity to ask for as many columns as were accorded Mr. Cooper's
sermon, nor will I attempt to answer
his statements in detail but with your
permission will notice briefly one or
two allegations.
Dr. Cooper misses the point and
shows that he, does not fully understand Christian Science when he says
that Christian Scientists place an
upon mind and that "the cult
" has helped people to recognize
the ln- -.
fluence of the mind on the body." It Is
not the primary office of Christian
Science la lay emphasis on the activity of the human mind nor to call
attention to the relationships which
exist between this min.d and the body
it constructs for Itself, or, to use a
popular term, the body which it in"
habits.
The fundamental ' teaching
of
Chrlstián- Science is that there Is but
one mind infinite, eternal and good.
This mind la God. Upon this premise
Christian Science buildB its logic as
to matter, sin and disease. All teaching as to the material mind and. material body Is .incidental to the great
fact of the supremacy of the Divine
Mind or God.
It Is said that Christian Science
''repudiates the fundamentals of the
Christian religion," and that it practically denies the Bible and repudiates
of cross of Christ. What are the fun- -,
damentals of the Christian religion?
The various dogmas which- have embodied themselves within the last few
hundred years In many Christian
' sects are not the fundamentals of the
- Christian
religion. Theso are very
'simple. Jesus said that all the law
and the gospel was summed up In two
commands to love God supremely
and to love one's neighbor as oneself.
The fundamentals of the Christian religion I take it, we may find In the
only Bermon Jesus Is recorded to have
preached, the Sermon on the Mount.
Christian Science in its theory and
practice does not repudiate these fundamentals, although it does differ, at
times radically, from the dogmas
which have grown up in the Christian
church since the time of Its founder.
Dr. Cooper has not read Christian
Science literature very carefully or he
would not say that Christian Science
"makes Its devotee say he has no
body." Christian Science does not
abolish man's body, nor Is It a philosophy of annihilation. It teaches that
man has a perfect body, since he Is
made in God' likeness, but inasmuch
as he lives, moves and has his beingy
In God. who Is Spirit, it an not prop-"erlbe maintained that he also lives,
moves and has his being in matter,
which Is not Uod and which Is not
Spirit.
Our reverend critic says that good
thoughts are beneficial up to a cer- -'
tain point, but that they have their
limitations, that no amount of thought
will set a broken leg or restore the
crushed hand. It would be interesting to know how he would account for
Jesus' healing. If Jesus did not heal
by virtue of His good thought, how
did He accomplish Ills cures? He did
did
not manipulate His patients. He pernot prescribe, drugs nor did He
form surgical operations, and yet He
restored the withered arm. healed
paralysis and palsy and raised the
dead. How does Kev. Mr. Cooper
accomplished?
suppose
this was
Christian Science lunches that it was
and
the mind of Christ which healed,
worketh
Ho himself said, "My Father
'
hitherto and I work."
Mr. Cooper says he does not believe
would
that "attenuation of thought"
ever save a child from diphtheria or
ncarlet fever. I suppose by that he
believe that
'means that he does not adequate
to
spiritual remedies aro
protect children from the ravages of
that Christhese diseases. The fat ismany
such
tian Science has healed
.
rases.
there is
Jlev. Mr. Cooper says that believing
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for
authority
'no Scriptural
efficacious
Is
an
power
that spiritual
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Hebrew
the
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Kottae fur FumieaNoa.
Department of the Interior, Land Offlc at
N. M.. June 84. 1W.
Snta Pe. hereby
srlven that Crtstnval
Notice la
Cítl!lo:.-'ve.oJarales, N. M.. ha tWá
notice of hi Intention to mata final five
year proof - In auptKirt of tilt olalm, vri:
lliniet(sad Entry No. 11(11, made Mar
1907, for the BVihi, ftaaaton 14, Townahlp
t N., Ranre I W , and thai aaid proof will
he made before H. W. & Otero, U. 8. Court
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TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,
GARDEN HOSE. POULTRY NETTING,

:

Winona Wagons, McCormicK Mowers and Harvesters
THE MOST POPULAR BECAUSE THE BEST.

Cedl Up Telephone 789

Whenever yon want your rreacMiitlons illktl promptly and accurately or
If you want Vlll'GS and MKMCINICS sent up to your house lu a Hurry.

DenYcr and Los

WILLIAMS DRUG CO

ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED.
It. E. FOX, Secretary and Manager.

MAIL

r s z. -

'

LAWN MOWERS,
REFRIGERATORS;
GARDEN TOOLS.
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'

The ItitslcM, Drug Store Between

section affords Ideal conditions for the
attempt, and the eyes of the aeronauts of the whole world will be directed to Albuquerque wheji the local
makes his start. The Den
ver Post publishes a large photograph
of Mr. Rlondln and says:
Joseph A. Blondín, an aeronaut,
who for the last two years has been
a resident of this city, will attempt to
sail a balloon of special make from
Albuquerque to Denver during October.
Blondín will leave during the coming week for New York, where he will
purchase the balloon and other trappings necessary for his long air voyage.
He will make the long trip In
a monster balloon, specially constructed for the high altitude and climatic
conditions of the southwest, and built
with strength enough to carry four
men.
Thq balloon will be Blocked with
provisions, so that the aeronaut will
npt have to alight during the trip.
Mr. Blondín will take the trip In
competition for a prize which Is offered by the Aero Club of America, of
which he is a charter member. The
prize consists of a handsome gold cup
and a sum of money for a continuous
air gassago of a given number of

n
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to break the
ballooning
record of the world, starting from
during
here
the territorial fair, has
caused great interest throughout the

BLUE FKONT.

117

W. Central Ave;

sky-trott- er

In order to win this cut under ordinary conditions, Mr. Blondín would
not have to sail so far. but he says
that he will continue his trip to Denver, and, If possible, farther into Colorado.
Blondín is now engaged In mining
He had rein the Sandia mountains.
tired from his profession that of
making aerial ascensions and the operation of airships but he has again
decided to enter the field. .
He expects to qualify for entrance
In the international aeronautic contest
which will probably be held In the
United States this year.
Blondín has made a number of long
distance balloon trips in the eastern
states, but has never attempted bal
looning in the higher altitudes or tne
west. He says that he believes that
the west will eventually become the
ballooning center of this country, both
for army and amateur trials, as there
are no large bodies of water to endanger the aeronauts in alighting and
few sovcre storms to render the balloon unmanageable.

and

Special in Men's Soft Collar
Negligee Shirts
flnft Nnllee Hhlrta, with vft collar, cream
color, bnaom and collar made of ftemilne Imported
mohair, body of a fine twill to match. 1'enrl but-tnnfull length and width. Thta Is an excellent
ahlrt for hot weather. Special price for thla week,
BOc
each
Mi-n'-

1
Special in Folding Fans
Japaneae Kniplro Fan. French dnalun, while enamcream tinted
eled frame, with allver decorations,
parchment ground, with ornamental work In lace
and mocleat tloral decoration., metal loop and
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Special in Ladies' Shirt Waist

Armour and Company's Pure Toilet
Soap, guaranteed under the Food
and Drug Lawv Four Kinds: Oat
Meal, Glycerine, Bouquet, and Cold
Cream. This is the regular Ten
Cent Soap, full sized cakes. Special price for this week, the cake 5c

Patterns
l.adpf Waist raltcrna. fl
quality oIhIii whila
lawn. enoiiKli to mako any ainoil walat.
Handsomely
embroidered front lu assorted deslnns.
Kach walat haa banda lo match for cutTa, anmn
liavu tino Valenciennes
Insertion on each shin of
front. These aro alt beautiful K'""ls and aro worth
double what we will aell them for thla week. Pe-i'Ih- I
prices fur Una week, each 6,'ic, fl.UO, f 1.33 and
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Special in Glass Pitchers
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Special in Dresser Scarfs
lircn.er Kcarfa lHxti Inchea. plain white with
wlill," embroidery, fancy woven heavy cloth, with
The
fiinite ami printed In bright fancy colora.
make a very pretty and neat Iheaecr Hciuf. and
are well worth 5lic. ripcc'lal price for thla week,

New Mexico

Let the
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I.adlea' Shell Colored
hack and pair of aide
concaved and waved.
Hide
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Is a Rood value at 75c.
per aet
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Special in Ladies' Night Gown?
1, aillcn'

lown. Emitirá atyle, Irlmiiied with
Kmltruldcry and Insertion. lUmbrlo ruffle
around nock and aieavea. Thla gown la made of a
K.md quality of bleached mualln, and la well worth
a dollar. Special prlco fur thla week, each
00c
MiiHltn
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Special in Ladies' Long White
Gloves
l.aillea' While Mnutoiuetuli
Wyle (iovea, '.'O inch,
very Hue quality radium
finished
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Imh hem at
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DOLLAR In your

cash

drawer is not as valuable

o

to you as the many hundred
dollars it can produce if wisely
Invested
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advertising,

That dollar will buy more
space in The Journal and
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"Just Right"

glove.

..White Mouaquetiilre Hiyle Cloves, 'M Inch,
puro silk gloves with
aclf covered clitnps at
wrist, French sill, nicely lupeil. 1 Iru h hem top,
Special price for tills week,
alik point on back.

Sets

of
Cnmh Hela.
ronalatlnK
combs. Fancy backs, arched,
Gold colored topa, with
comba to match. Thla aet
Bpoclal price for thla week,

Summer

Done
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each

rmn1
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Jlartlw Reta, conalatln
of rake,
luna, ainoothly nnlahed.
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I.adlea' White Japanese 51 k tultor-mad- e
Walat.
Kilk Kmliroldcred
front. Valemlennea lach collar
and culTs, button back. Thla w aist is a good value
at $.1.5. Special prlca for this week each . . .$1.US

black, mixoil hurd flniflhcil worntft, with Muck and
IlKht gray MHpo forming a ilooldrd plnid. Tllark
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tlr. Awn 3 tu 8.
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ft, 85
Hoya'
Hut tu. black ground, diagonal wpavf,
hurd finished CHssimort. Intcrrnlxfid with tin gray
phi dota and light gray flue sir (in, one row of wide
worstrd braid down Hip front, two row fancy button, bluck bow xUi, butt of namn matprliil a suit.
This Is a very pretty III tie autt. Arcs 4 t R.
Special price for this week, per suit.....
fl.05
Boya'
Hult. dark blur atrictly all wool
'erge, wide Bailor collar trimmed with 4 rows
Muck narrow braid, frtmy embroidered design
n
hletd, belt of enme matürlul us milt: ruffed
sleeve. Aires 4 to 8. Hpvelal price fur this week,
per suit
Hoys'
diagonal
Hulls gray and Mack
weave worsted, with small gray and black stripes,
forming a ticut check. Ages 8 to 15. Hpeclal prlcn
I.&U
for this week, per suit
Suit, medium gray and black mlxe
Hoys'
wool eastttmere, with tine gray a tut black miudru-pl- e
pin stripe. Three out Hid o und one Inside, pockets. Ages 8 to 15. Special price for this week, per
suit
$S.S5
Hoys'
Suits, made of steel gray, fancy worvery
suiting,
a
pretty and serviceable suit.
sted
Ages tf tu 1.1.
Hperlat prlco for this week, per
w,m
suit .
Hoys'
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t serge, three iHthle and one Inside pocket In
coat, l'ants liHve belt strnps. This Is a tlrnt
suit, very drcniy. a suit (but Is very seldom ntd
Hpeclal price for this, week,
for bss than $tU0.
per suit
$,(.73

Special in Garden Sets

M. MINOGUE
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Moat atorea act) thla kind of faun at '.Tk:. Hpe- So
for thia week, each
Kmplre Fan, French de.lttn. 8 Indica lontt. enameled and decoratod frame, white Bilk Kioiind, with
floral palntlnit In natural colora, attractive lace border, metal loop. Thia fan la well worth 60c. 8e-tia- l
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prlte for thla week each
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SPECIAL IN TOILET SOAP

cIhI price

Billies
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opportunities in which you should
Sale, is another of those great money-savin- g
This, the Fourth Week of our Clean-U- p
share. We offer values that, attract the attention of every thrifty man and woman, and in that way we turn a dull
month into a busy one. Of course there is not much profit in that for us but we don't care about profits just now we
simply want to run up the sales to high figures. See what we offer this week:
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THAT WK CARRY
1H1NT FOK:T
RU KKlfcM IN I
LINK OF
TUR
THIS KM TIOS Vf THIS COUNTRY. J O.

usual 6. lt7.
He names the following; wltneaeea io
prove hia eontlnuotia reatdenoe upon, and
cultivation of, the land, vtt: Caalintre
Sala, of Old Albuquerque. N. M., Benedtoto
N. M ,
Rafael
Kfiid. of Old AUxiquorqua,
rriavea, of Loa Padtllaa, N. M., and Manuel
Caatlilo, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL, It. OTEUO, Reclater.
The plan of Joseph A. Blondín, the
well known aeronaut of this city and
member of the Aero .Club of America,

y

11

fm7p

f

Whole West Will Watch Daring
Aeronaut in Attempt to Break
the World's Long Distance
Record,

Mill

i"

JULY, 25, 1907.
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The greatest Sale of odd lines of fine Soft Hats;
hardly two alike; will commence Monday morning
and continue for THIS WEEK ONLY !
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Hats in our Gold Ave. window $1.50

Boys' Wash Suits arc going fast at
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Choice of all
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E. L. l'JASIIBURfl C0E3PAHY
119 W. Gold
122 S. Second

$1.25

THE ALBUQUERQUE
public treasury. The president of
the T'nlied State
soon began to
suspect that his cdiifidenee had been
betrayed by men In whom he had
trusted, and that he had been used by
a gang of unprincipled rascals to encourage and promote. In New Mexico
same sort of unjust and dishonorable practices that he In making most
vigorous war upon In other sections of
the country, thus doing to his own
good name more wrong than the
whole boodle gang of tho territory
could repair In a century.
The only evidence necessary to convince Hie public of the absolute truth
of these statements Is being furnished
by the developments now coming to
light at Panta Fe, which constitute the
cause of the Insane howling by the
gang organ at that place ubnut "federal Interference," "government by Inspection," nnd various other rabid ravings In the same line, all serving 10
convince the public beyond any shadow of doubt that the gang has been
hit and badly hurt.
With that magnificent cheek which
has always been their chief asset,
these gangsters have assumed to be
tho republican party of New Mexico,
and have arrogated to themselves the
right and power to read out of tho
(tarty all real republicans who have
refused to subscribe to the creed of
graft and greed, and swear allegiance
to the gang. ílut the gangsters realize that It Is now only a question of a
few days when they will be repudiated
by tho national administration,
and
the decent republicans of New, Mexico will come into their own. Hence
this lavish lachryniatlon at the
of the gang.
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titilo while ago tlic members
of the New Mexico plutnUTbuifJ were
I'tim kling gleefully it ml putting th in
selves on tho b.u-because thev believed they had abused anil
tho llagcrmans to Kueli tin
r., hn!
extent th:tt Mr. Ihtgermnn,
determined to abandon all tin- good
work tlmt he had been engiiged in f "
an many years, lit the line of the development anil settlement of New
Mexico, and withdraw jierman'nily
We knew nothing
from the territory.
whatever tegtirillng the origin of the
story, hut we assumed front the .:ii;'r-nflof It. as well ok from tho rhiir-aetof the gang that put It all .i
that It had nut a grain of tru' n for
iu".
a foundation, and we said so.
now romo the Ko.swell Itecord, nod
In referring to the name story, sys:
"A man who han directly and m.
Invented twelve million dollars
in the development of the Tecos valley Is not the kind of man to he drivof his labor by a
en from the
lot of jawplnii political tminpx and
grafters., J. J. Waterman has done
more In the development of New Mexico than all the members of the republican parly machine combined."
That in true to the letter. If all the
rood that has ever been done fur New
Mexico by every member of the boodle
Ring could ho put together, and the
careare of he gangster put on top
of the heap, the whole pile would not
be worth ten per cent of what Mr.
II igeriiian ha. done for the development and prosperity of the territory.
fif course, no one familiar with affair In New Mi xlco doiibl.s for a
moment ihat the gentlemen composing Hie delectable gang which
lias
territory lis. malodorous
Kiven lhlreputation throughout
the country
wiiii ill find unbounded pleasure in being aide to drive out fui h men as Mr.
Ilagermaii, but ulnce he belong to
that class of píen who have carved
on)
Upon the vvilils of the Allier-- J
it frontier, he Ik iieces-- a rily not one
.f tho sort that can bo driven
and In
vl"W of the work that he has accompli In d in his effort!-- ' to build Op a
great modern commonwealth here on
the plains of the southwest, the efforts of the gang to drive him out fnr-lIn
one of the most striking evidence thai could be given of the fact
d by thltt paper
m frequently
that they care absolutely nothing for
the territory of New Mexico, lis. welfare, lis prosperity or lis future, and
.'ire actuated solely by a desire to keep
their ha mix In the public treasury, and
lhat to aehie. that end they will not
lie1 Hate to hilng upon the
territory
o
and lis people any nil fortune or
that may be Incident to he plying of Hu ir vocation.
Only

;t
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The rather astonishing announcement Is made that farm lands In New
York slate have fallen off $170,000,-00- 0
In value. In the last twenty-fiv- e
years and that there are now within
its! borders twelve
thousand
aban
doned farms, capable of caring for a
population of 50,000. We have been
accustomed to believe ihat the abandoned farm was an economic exhibit
confined to the New England "hill
towns," with their barren soil, enfeebled population and total Isolation
from the currents of modern life. It
Is astonishing and mortifying, says the
Tribune, to learn that in u state as
rich, prosperous and fertile as New
York the same process of deterioration has gained such headway.
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The Hon. Tom Johnson, of 'leve-- ,
years old this
land. Is fifty-thre- e
month The only nptopoa eoitimcnt
that on ills at the moment Is that Tom
Is old enough to know better.

President lioorevolt Foetus to have
become' a irritable, hermit tills vacaIt Is said that even rough
tion n
to
rblers are unable to giln itdmlsi-lo!ut probably this Ist an
bis priicnce.
t xagKi

rallon.
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than three months ago the corrupt
guies'irs who had Klfilitl the livery of
Die tepulillcjin patty In which In prosecute their work of diabolism, and
b id made the name of New Mi xlco
flench In the nostril of the whole
country, were rejoicing In the belief
that the era of decency In the gov
Mili had
eminent or thla territory
prevailed for II brief period, had been
to a mimmnty closing by
pt iilenlial order, and lhat the "good
ell Hotel" of graft and booillij had
come n c i n, to slay.
Pit Itie po'lod of rejoicing was
liiii f. The k i' k- - l had hardly got
rni In t!ie ruddle before there be-in to ho i i n ominous clou Is In the
horlaoii, ant the outlook continued to
;:r'v liipl'Kjr more ilisroiireRlnK for
public plunderer imill now they
,
as u e I (is l he pubtie ( in see.
i
r n no el
gar Is i oncer n
i
l
t
i
tip." The
a
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We are as yet nearly a year from
the time of holding the nominating
t 'inventions,
and a little more than
fifteen months from tho day of the
presidential elections, still it may
properly be said that the presidential
campaign of 1!)08 Is already going on,
since the question of who shall be the
next standard bearer is the paramount
question with the leaders of each of
the great political parties. As the situation presents Itself at present, the
dunces on the republican side seem
to be decidedly in favor of Mr. Tuft,
while on the democratic sido Mr. I!ry-a- n
seems to have, the field practically
to himself. 8t III, It Is more certain
In politics than In any other line of
human activity, thai there is no knowing what a day may bring forth, and
w hen it comes to guoínlng what a year
may bring forth, especially one of the
: t rcniii'uis
years of the present age,
as
one finds himself In darkness
dense as that of Egypt.
Notwithstanding all the uncertainties and unknowable conditions that
envelop the situation, there are already candidato enough In the field,
on the republican ride,' to make the
betting lively. leaving out Mr. Itouse-vcl- l.
e
who Is accredited with bring
In Ills determination
not to run,
there uro seven favorite hoiis who are
practically nssunal of support in the
convention Knox, of Petinsylvanlar
Hughes, of New York; Fairbanks, of
Indiana; Cannon, of Illinois; Taft, of
Ohio; IiFollette, of Wisconsin,' and
Cummins, of Iowa.
states IncludPesldes the forty-si- x
ing Oklahonia, with fourteen delegates
there are lx terrliorles and possessions, not forgetting the lUstrlet of
If It
Columbia, to be considered.
comes to a case of the field against
Secretary Taft, and tho field is strong
enough, admission may bo denied to
delegates from noiiconi Iguous territory, for they surely would vote for
Taft. Put tho Convention will bo
made up, approximately, of U90 delegate, of whom n majority, 4 Í fi, will
name the candidate. In democratic
Is necnational convention
essary.
It does not follow that the candidate who Is strongest In the big tufen,
or In those most heavily republican,
can muster enough volea to win. For
example, the .Southern states, seldom
contributing a vote to tho republican
candldnte In the electoral college, will
hive 3S votea In the tonventlon, only
160 short of the necessary number to
nominate. If Fairbanks gets them, tts
he hopes lo do, with Indiana' thirty,
he may probably walk In under the
wire nn easy winner.
There are Indication that millions
to tho Fair-ban- k
h ive been contributed
campaign fund, for the express
purpose of controlling
the sou:h.
Money, B every student of national
politic knows, ha been
with southern delegatci; In republican
conventions In the past. Put It must
ha remembered that the federal
!
not friendly to Fairbanks, and the average politician I
not iinii'ilriiiral of posloffh i s.
t
idli al. ii ml Knox
I.nl'o li lie
t tule Joe Cannon
too i or lerv
i e.
f.i d
loo oil, fun !. in wii! he
Is u
jwini th" pi i ti o hip. lli'Kbi
I o
i
in I or Taft
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Of late It has
omitted tnc name of Major V. II. 11.
t nited Htates attorney,
Llewellyn.
Evidently
from the combination.
Second
Danny is afraid of a licking.
lie
FldJUv reasons that the major may thrash
him; that Acting Governor. Itaynohb:
Molds too high an official position In
do so; that Major H. O. Hursum of
DON'T Hi: ho iagor, Wiilard.
TIk Socorro, Is too good natured and easy
governor smells a rat already.
going; that Delegate W. 11. Andrew"
is too old, but he knows the major is
"TCP FKOCK" is the new nnm; a fighter. The Almanac.
for the wash dress. Tubby sure.
The Major's pardon is begged for
omitting his name from the official
THK ATTORNEY general ought to roster of the Puh. Put the Major
keep his reputation in a glass case.
hasn't isnued a denial for .mo long he
was almost forgotten.
to
IT APPAUiS
think of what oil will
cost after John pays a line of 1 19,000,- ;

Sollos

And Still
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000.

told. Inhumanly allowed the convicts knives and
forks.
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Paint s

D. EMMONS

Food

Just Like a Vacation

Because it

Using a Loose Leaf System of Bookkeeping
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SAVES TIME AND WORRY

Can be used to advantage in a large or small business,
We make all sizes, styles and 'shapes.
-

II. S. Lithirow & Co.

Established 1873

Be Hit

'

Successor to Stacy and Company.
Cor. Second Street and Lead Ave.

L.B. PUTNEY

Spit Ball Can't

FURNITURE

J.

Products.
Springs Butter.
Swift's Premium and Armour's Star Hams and
Bacon,

-

:l

Wall Paper and

Belle

Players Say That the

IT IS CONFIDENTLY expected thííí
the Evening Instrument will find out
about that penitentiary stabbing af
fray some tune next week.

brand'

V

,

i

CARPET

West End Viaduct.

Veptato

House

f

t'

the Latest Shades.

FUTRELLE

s

Club';

f

PRICES RIGHT.

and we pack them to keep
fresh during shipment.
Send us a trial order and
we will fill it with .such
.
goods as these:
Sanborn's-TeaChase and
and Coffees.

d.

Citizen.

INGRAIN

EVERY DAY

FRESH

!

SEAMLESS TAPESTRY,
ANDVELVET RUGS.

Orders carefully filled and
shipped the same day received.

.

DAILY

Large Assortment of

In All

TEUiilPEE amount of

THEKE WAS apparently one "private dispatch" which the now gov
ernor neglected to send the Evening

TraaO

u'ii

A

At MALOY'S

The revolt against, the political
bosses, which was- started Rome time
precious ago by the people who xonsldered
ink
has already been shed In tha them enemies of good government,
Amei'ico-Ja- p
war.
f
has succeeded ' beyond expectations
and has had a wholesome Influence
short'
of rude in on politics and government. Most of
IT WAS nothing
tho president to spoil Wlllard's plans the bosses are down Rnd out. Those
lor the inauguration.
who are not begin to realize that their
aro numbered. The rule Is to
THE MAD PAINTEH of Koine did days
of the people hercafetr.
When
liiiwson's portrait. It should be, quilo ho
bosHlstn was in flower the people had
properly, a frenzied one,
no volte In the affairs of government.
The
TltlNIPAD reports a small cloud- Now, they are having their say. conburst. It must have been a small wise officeholder today la not
snow storm hence those chilly feet. trolled by a boss, but keeps his ear to
the ground to hear what the people
republi are saying as to the course he should
"CT'KKY W'ILL, appoint
says
the Instrument. This looks pursue. It is a welcome change In
cans."
had for the members of the Plunder-bunconditions. There should be no bark-war- d
step, but a steady advance onward and upward. El Paso Times.
AS WAS long suspected, that word.
Jingo haa been tounil to nave originated with a King: of Korea named
Jingos.
A

ARRIVING

Special Attention Given

Funerals of

the Bosses Proceed.

wo are

25, 1CÜ7.

JULY

Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
and Grain. Agent for
Mitchell Wagons

RUBBER STAMP MAKERS

BOOKBINDERS

What la the hardest ball that a pitcher
Phono 924.
Journal Building.
'
;
can deliver to hit?
That question asked of some two dozen Allti(uerqiie - - - New Mexico
players on major loasuo clubs. IncludMR. PRICHAHD'S press muzzling hall
ing sume of the! best batters In tho counexploit Is almost as spectacular as that try,
brought with hardly an exception tho
JU.
of the Honorable Herbert 15. Holt :n opinion that It
was either the anlt ball or
the legislature.
tho Jump ball.
Most players lean to the
OKNTI8T
opinion that the sptt hall Is the hardest
We have gone into the real csiite business simply for the reason 'that
law- slncle delivery used by a pitcher to hit.
THE TIIOT'CHT of a
we believe we're made to sell real estate. If you don't believe us, trv it
reputation
agreo
yer with a $50.000
only and practically all of them
that this
on and we'll have you harnessed to 8a piece of realty before a jack rabbit
proves that things are not always; delivery Is the one that Is worrylne them
can uprlnt a rod. And ripht here make an H mark that we have a rlno
the most becaimi it Is in more Keneral use.
what thoy seem.
busilis for for sale: A store ready stocked; the location one of the bent.
ean be successfully
while tho Jump ball
This notice la not for one that wants to sit around and mope; lt'n for a live
very
by
of
only
small
a
percentaKe
handled
right into a paying busl
IF MR. PRICHARD'S reputation Is pitchers. Playera' are practically a unit,
man with some ready coin. If you want it, jump
worth $.r0,000, that opinion in the however. In snylnir that In the hands of a
See K. Ü. ntlCE. 212 S. Second St.
ness. Come und see me at once.
Pennsylvania Development case must master like Waddoll or Y nuns; the Jump
most modern electrical rfnli-incu- t
, ball, or raise ball, la as hard to hit safely Tho for
be worth fully $2.r.,000 of It.
tlctilnl work in tho fnith
as its more recent rival.
vvost.
Ilooma 15 and 10, Grant Ukx-MARK TWAIN says thaMhe women
When working rlKhtly the spit ball Is riiono 623.
We are fretting right InlJ the business and our firm Is not two days old.
of England are "the most beautiful practically an unhlttulile delivery, and were
We have a cash customer lor two low priced vacant lots. What have you
It not for the fact that Its use makes fieldand bewitching he has seen."
got to offer? Trot them out and let s do some business together.
deadly
Mark's wit sometimes verges on tho ing uncertain It would be cvon more Properis.
In
run
getting
It
stopping
than
ghastly.
ly delivered tho
aplt ball romes almost
up to the plate, but just when II
THE ALMANAC neglectstoshed any straiKht
THE PRESCRIPTION
was enminc on over with only
looks
like
It
light
on the grave question of th.i average speed it suddenly drops from a fracA I'l'I.li 8KT
OK TEKTII FOB GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
identity of the land register Who tion of an inch to hair a root. When the
DRUGGIST
was given a vear in the penitentiary spit ball refuses to take this break It Is
Wholesale Merchants
and soaked $5,000.
the easiest thing in the entire pitching
West Central Avenue
repertoire to murder. When It is breaking
Wool, Hides nml rolls
MISS CONSTANCE Smedley o;' that rlKht thorn is no way as yet found to hit it
IB M
Oiilil (Ten tin
ft Siwcialty.
dear Providence, It. I., says that man successfully,
from
Oiilil Kllllnir., iipwiird
fl.M
Kven If tho hat connects with the ball It
Is
only beginning to understand
Mt
Pnllilwi.
KxtractUin
the ground' and Rives
woman.
As If men hadn't given it up only drives It down-tnnnintpd.
AH Work Alinolulelj
ono of tho inflelder; an easy assist, unless
a thousand years ago.
happens
to gel his fingers on tha wet
he
Arthur E. Walker
&
PETTIT,
DRS.
COPP
spot when throwing
la an erThen
THE ALMANAC Is now boasting ror chanted up. The spit ballthere
Itimm 12, N. T. Armljn Hnililina.
I'ire insurance. Sc'crrtnry Mutnnl
Is the. deadest
that the gang was "right smart" to ball a batsman haa 'to drive, and even when
nnlliling Association.
I'tione
fool the president about Hagerman. hit hard it tun be dflven but slowly unless
Ontnil Avcsue.
2tTj
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
The arrival of some half a dozen spe- hit s'ltiarely on the nose. When tha spit
cial agents would Indicate that they hall first came put dati-r- thnupnt they had
discovered a romrdy'or It in a slash almost
were a trifle too smart.
rreshlent Jloevelt Is enjoyliiK III
straight down as A t'rtektit bat I used, but
n
main-laithe trouble ts that tre rtltehers hava disat Oislcr Jiay. He evidently
vacation
"IT WILL be my 'endeavor to Roosi.'-vclt." covered ways to make the ball break out or
the policies of President
In keeping; Hlmiuniis tlcspilo
delights
In at the same .time tt
down
Its
takes
flovernor Curry.
shoot,
iof course1, tha slashing style of,
This is cheering, in view of the fact hattlnc and.
that he litis tone (o Ills home
the
fact
was
or
no
this
than
the
butter
lor
that one of the president's pot policies dinary horizontal
iá.
Players nre now
for a rest. We are always tlclighlctl
seems to be the ferreting out of the pretty well aureed that a bit Is rarely made
off a properly delivered spit hull, and that
land grafters.
lo I of service to you, by lilllnj; yonr
about the only hopnfor bHtters Is lo try to
by
orders for ltimlliiic work of tiny kind.
the pica out ones lhat are badly delivered by the
IT HAS HE EN announced
v
department of the pitchers.
Nat urn Faking
Whenever In need of Mich work fu villOno of tho peculiarities about the Jump or
Phoenix Republican that tho Salt raise
Is that a batter who Is hlltlnjr In
us with your contract.
River valley horned toad has lieal the perfecthallform
less chance of hltllnit II
egg record. It is up to, A Ibuqueiiiuo than one who has
Is out of form.
the
Hefore
We will Kindly submit esiinnites.
horned toad fanciers to show the spit luill came in the ratne ball was tho kins
Phoenicians.
of them all.
The trouble with this de
livery, however, Is that it talles tremendous
THE "SHORT LINE"
0
"MY APPOINTEES to office when strength and speed to handle it, and M can
republicans,
be
will
by
only
be
occur
therefore
used
comparatively
vacancies
I will
make exception only In case it few pitcher. When tt Is breaking properly To the Milting Camps of Cofa
W. Sri-oe- r
boards which I shall en- In the bnnds of a pitcher who "an control II
territorial
effect Is almost the exact opposite of rado,
to
Nevada;
Utah
and
deavor as far as possible to keep non- the
that of the spit ball.
partisan." C.overnor Curry.
Instead of being hit on top the ball is hit Denver, Colorado Springs and
Horrors you lon't suppose that in- hcluw
AI L KINDS OF
and popped up in the air with ar,
cludes the Rureau of Immigration!
easy out tn sight for the fishier. The Jump
Fe
nf
is
by
Pueblo,
way
Santa
hall comes u fast unt:'i .t it' it almost on
"NO REPI'PLtCAN can afford tobo top of tho batter, and then It takes a sllehl
without the Santa Fo Now Mexican. .lump. Possibly It Is or.ty a small fraction New Mexico, and the
of the territory of an Inch, but that Is enouah to cause
In fact no citizen
should fail to read tills ably edited bat to hit below tho middle. A batter hit- DENVER & RIO GRANDE
paper whether he agrees with the ting perfectly at tbn ball has no chance to
It Is a drive li safe, as the break comes so late
views of the editor or not.
AOWKIIS, ItlNDKIlS.
groat daily aside from Its political and is so fast that there la no chanca to
RAILROAD
niter the swlna of tho hat to meet tt squarelHAKES, 1I.VV rilESSES,
Importance." Pecos Valley News.
y. A
butter, who normally hits too
This must have cost him at least $0 hlh. onfaulty
Write X'n.
the other hand. Is tha on who la
a thousand Ems.
the fertile San Luis
K HAVE HIGH QUALITIES AND
most likely to set hits when It la being Through
ttow effective
used.
the delivery ts Is
LOW riUCES.
Not Ice.
shown by the fait that most of the
Valley; also to the San Juan
games are tn the credit of pitchers who
TO unforeseen complicaOWINf!
WHOLESALE
tions and the Inexcusable conduct of u.io It.
213 NOItril is ECO NO RTKEET,
lloth the spit hall and Jump ball are what Country of Colorado.
the president in requesting the gov- may
ALBliQl
EKQlE, N. M.
be
as
classed
we
denaturally
Washington
have
unbattahle
ernor to come to
Vor Information m to ratea, train
been obliged to abandon our plan to liveries, and when a pitcher haa either at
his command no particular headwnrk Is re- wrtlcc, di'HcrlilIvo literature, ildre
inaugurate him on August 1. The four quired.
trouble Is that either delivery
names already left at the Citizen ofll 'O cannot tieThoused
S. K. HOOPER,
continuously without cripwill be placed" In odd storage and pling the one using
IF YOU'RE Ifí THE DARK
them.' and. furthermore,
carefully preserved. We know tha even the most expert In their
use cannot al- Oner at Piueienjrer anil Ticket Ajrcn
sympathize
with
our klnil rriends will
ways muko them obey their will.
I,0
DKXVKIt.
to whor to bo for your plumbing,
position in
us In the embarrassing
vi spby
placed
the
let us enlighten yotu If you want
we
been
have
which
Best Medicine In the World for Cetle ana
Wn are still ready nnd
president.
Diarrhoea.
broken water or cteam pipe fixed, new
willing to uppolnt ourselves a commit"I find rhamberlaln'a Colic, Cholera and
gaa fixtures, n bathroom put tn, or
tee In (barge of the Inauguration, Diarrhoea Itemcdy to bo the best remedy tn kill
km
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
however, nt any time.
the world." Buys Mr. '. U farter of Bklrum,
Ala. "I am subject to colic and diarrhoea,
Respect fully
new work complete or any kind of
bast spring It seemed ss though t would die.
LITTLE WILLARD,,
repairs. Our work la ight and so are
and I think I would If I hadn't taken
WILLI K J J.
our prices.
folic, Cliolrea and Diarrhoea RemI haven't been troubled With It since
THE EDITOR of the Little Com do. edy.
this week, when I had s very aevere
partmeiit in casually glancing over until
a bottle of the twenty-fiv- e
Almanac, noticed the fol- attackcentandrisetookof half
Tuesday'
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
i'hnmlierlain'1 trollct'holera
lowing:
and Diarrhoea Itemcdy, and this morning I
Morbid Hallucination.
feel like a new man."
HEATING COMPANY.
For sala by all
Yellow Sheet Fake Reformers,
o
drucilats.
dreed, tirnft and Venom.
Nefarious and Libelous Careers.
( onri'iilnn-n- t
r rubllclty W lilcl.f
Fool.
Iliisliiess
enterprises may be roughly
Foolish Liar.
classed as tlmse which will prosper from
Venomous Foolish Liar.
publicity, and those which wjll not
Hilly, Foolish .Venomous FabricaNo very reputable business will prosper
Ml
from eoncralntont and secrecy,
tions.
No worthwhile business will full to prosper from the
tirnft and Poodle.
THE
PIONEER
TENT
publicity.
of
sort
rlrtit
SANITORIUM OF NEW MEXICO
Downright Lie.
not
rn
advertisers
Knowing and Malicious Falsehoods.
purgltirs should prefer
are.
Lying, Correspondent.
o I' 'I " i e c once ulmrnt
merrhanla adequatk
Situated among the foothills of the beautiful Sangre
üvcr.v tiling limy come tn him
Venomous Knocker.
publicity.
Infamous Mnd Direct Libel.
vli
for it, hut It will
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Truth Is mlghiv. and will prevail
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It I ON LITTRKLL Is bring
verely condemned because he has not
strung up Convict Myer for sovotileee
iliivs, slapped and bealrn him and thru
placed him In a dark roll on bread Mint
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water for stabbing another convict
superinof the new
tendent. The Evening Instrument.
Why should Hie superintendent do It
when he has the experienced (ItirirC.
who had Convict leathern given 100
strokes with the spanking machine, so
o
lhat lie fainted and was unable
walk for (lav; who knocked convict'
teeth out With Ills fist and locked them
up for n
without a bath or
shave; who promised the ronvhts lio
they
had him at their
mindly when
tin rev a ml took hi splt-- out on tlnm
alter thi y liad gone bai k to Hu ir

MORNING JOURNAL
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de Christo mountains, ono mile from the historic city ot
Santa Fe. Private mountain water supply; excellent table,
No dust storm's; cool summer climate, resident Physicians.
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That the real object of J. Plerpont
Morgan in purchasing the Wooten
coal lands is to eventually establish
Iron smellers in Las Animas county
near this city, was learned yesterday
from reliable sources. Mr. Morgan
bought the lands for the United
States Steel trust and the local improvements will be a branch of the
Illinois Steel company. The full significance of the project. If carried .out,
is easy to foreshadow. It would
mean the expenditure of millions ot
dollars in this section, the employment of thousands of men and the
Institution of a powerful corporation
that would rival the Interests or the
Colorado Fuel and Iron company at
Pueblo. The question of a water supply that has long been regarded as a
serious obstacle in the way of an enterprise of such magnitude Is said to
have been solved. The possibilities of
Impounding water are said by experta
to be unlimited and it is only .question of the construction of reservoirs.
The representatives of the new purchasers have recently purchased all of
the holdings of the local owners, Including Judge North'cutt. Other than
to announce
that new coal mines
would be opened, no information has
been given out. It Is generally understood, however, that the problem of
getting coke to the eastern smelters is
proving a more serious one every
year. Th policy of late has been to
move the plants to the fields and to
ship the ore to the coal. . With the
rapid decrease In the output or anthracite coal, the center of the Iron
Industry is being pushed to the Rocky
mountain coal fields,

ALEXANDER WILL
GO AFTER SMUGGLERS

United States District Attorney 3.
li. Alexander, who has Just returned
and
from a trip to Nogales, Naco
several other town's In southern Arizona, 1s very much in earnest In his
efforts to break up a gang of smugglers who have been doing business
along the line for some time. There
was a case against a man named 'Sell,
who was caught smuggling drugs,
Sells
which Alexander Investigated.
confessed and was let off with a tine
but as a result of the confession a
DUi Not Keek AMliitnieiit. "
man named Hutchinson was arrested
Sell's state"I did not seek this appointment, as In Mexico, it seems from
n
Drug
you probably know.
Ah a matter of ments that the
stores at Naco,
fact, I tried to thrust it aside, but it company, which haswith
headquarteri
Kisbee and Lowell,
was the opinion of the president that In
Los Angeles, has gotten In the habit
I should take it, and I accepted. Now
City and
In
Mexico
buying goods
ihat I have accepted and will shortly of
them, or shipping them by
take the chair, I am going to do my crating
mail to Naco, stopping them on the
best to give the, people of New Mexico Mexican aide ,at a curio store. Then
a good administration.
they would send the clerks over nd
Will Ignore All FacHonH.
bring them across" thb line in "the
"I shall Ignore entirely all factional clerks' pockets. This wu what sell,
political fights in the territory and who was a clerk for this outfit, waV
Khali carry out my own views .and doing when arrested.
At Nogales a woman named Fannlv
make my own appointments, always
with the view of carrying out the B. iirent was caught with diamonds
fixed and well known policy of Presi- that she had smuggled across. This
unearthing
dent Roosevelt, I shall chooso no discovery resultedgangIn thesmugglers
ut
of
man for a place in the affairs of the of a systematic
The names of the members
territory because he belongs to one Nogales.
of the gang are In the possession of
faction or another. I shall choose my the
officers, it seems that the gang
appointees for their fitness for the follow
the policy of selling goods on
appointed.
are
they
which
to
plnces
the Mexican sitie of the line under a
task
a
will
It
hard
be
know
that
"I
contract to deliver them on the Amer
and I am delaying its commencement ican side. Heretofore they have conas long as possible." .
ducted their business so quietly that
Mel hv Old Friends.
the oftlcers have failed to apprehend
Ooverñor Curry was met nt the them.
Speaking of the smuggling cases.
train yesterday morning by Judge A.
B. Fall, of this city, and was with the Attorney Alexander said: "1 do not
judge all day, and was his guest at wish to make any great talk about
the home of the judge last night. what I will do in case the people to
Captain Curry was met here yesterday whom I have reference to do not stop
along the
by Sheriff C. L. Hallard, of Chavez the practice I of smuggling
will say this and those
county, and Mr. Pnllard and Judge border, but my
reputation since 1 have
know
Fall will accompany the captain back' who
been in office cannot doubt It. I will
to Roswell and then to Santa Fe to set
all the forces of the United States
It government,
be present at the Inauguration.
which are at my comhas not been decided whether Gov- mand In this territory, to ferreting
through
back
come
wilt
Curry
ernor
out the .perpetrators of these acts of
or go to Santa Fe by way of lawleswness and will not rest until tho
' ' Kl Paso
Central,
Fe
Santa
the
last one has been brought to Justice
i
Horn In lMilslana.
be he high or low.
New Mexico
discovered evidence which
The new governor offorty-si"I
x
years leads have
me to believe that smuggling
was born In Louisiana
He came to New Mexico when on a scale hitherto not dreamed of Is
Hgo.
a comparatively young man and has being carried on dally along the borclaimed that territory as his honi der line between Nogalca and Naco,
' ever since... When the war with Spain and lo this end I shall set a watch. 1
say as yet who are the guilty
broke out in 1898 Captain Curry was cannot
parties. If they are caught - neither
sheriff of what was then Lincoln
age, rank nor condition in life will
county, N. M. He resigned his posi- save
If I can secure the evition and joined President Roosevelt's dence them.
to cinch them."
Rough Riders, receiving a commission
us captain.
Democrat.
Alrntv
Captain Curry is a democrat, being
had
born that way and having always
a leaning to the democratic principles,
nnd doesn't deny It, but lie is ad- u
Roosevelt democrat, being a greatpresi
and the
mirer of the president,
dent has an equal regara ior imu.
L.
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Visit the great Pabst Brewery at Milwaukee, and you will
marvel at its immaculate cleanliness. Pabst believes that pure
v beer demands
a clean brewery, and Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer has
been recognized for years as the standard of purity in beers.
You demand that your home be clean, and especially your
kitchen where your food is prepared. As beer is a food, you
have a right to know that the conditions under which it is made
insure perfect cleanliness in the best of all beers
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The B cer of Quality

From the time the barley goes into the Pabst malt
houses, and the hops into the Pabst brewery, no ingredient
used in Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer comes in contact with
humán hands. Even the air in which the malt is grown,
by the famous Pabst Eight-Da- y
Malting Process, is
'washed and filtered; every kettle, pipe and tank is regularly and thoroughly cleaned and sterilized.
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After the beer is brewed the atmosphere never touches it. It is
tanks, it is filtered, bottled and pasteurized; it is a
clean beer, just as it is a pure beer and cleanliness and purity malee
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air-tig- ht

it a good beer for you to drink.
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer is rich in the food values of perfect malt
and the tonic properties of choicest hops, with a very low percentage
of alcohol less than 354
strictly a temperance beverage.

satis-

fied with his own reputation as a bad
man, so when he arrived in the district he told a few persons confidentially that his name was George
although
he was traveling
Mus-rmv-

i

i

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer

ance.
An Investigation developed the fact

that the prisoner had not been

t

r

ü

(Bisbee Review.)
Contrary to a report published In
the city last evening, George Musgrave, the desperate outlaw for whom
the rangers have-- , been looking for
several years. Is still at liberty, the
man who waa caught being Colney
Musgrave, a brother of the outlaw,
who Is also wanted by the authorities
'
of Texas for horse stealing.
A few years ago Colney Musgrave
was arrested in La Salle, Texas, on a
charge of horse stealing, and was later
released on bond while awaiting the
action of the grand Jury. Within a
few days after being( released he left
the country, coming to Arizona, where
at that time Jesse Williams, better
known as Black Jack, was operating
with hia murderous gang, of which
George Musgrave was a member. Although Colney was often in company
with the band of desperadoes, it Is
not thought that he was ever concerned in the many crimes which are
ascribed to the gang.
He has roamed around through the
territory and Sonora, always being
able to elude the officers. On Friday
afternoon, however, Lieutenant Billy
Olds, of the Arizona rangers, while In
Prescott, heard that George Musgrave
was operating in the Patagonia district, and at once started for the
"southern portion of the territory.
When he arrived at Patagonia he
met Sergeant Kidder, and on investi
gating the report they were told that
It was true George Musgrave was in
the district traveling under the name
of Matthews, nnd professing to be a
horse buyer. They at once started for
the home of Willis Woods, nmder indictment for robbery, three miles out,
where they were told they would find
the desperado. On entering the house
at 11 o'clock Sunday night the rangers
found Willis Woods, sitting alone, but
saw a boot protruding from under the
table. They drew some saddle blankets out, and uncovered no other than
Colney Musgrave, who had hidden
there when he heard the officers coming. He was told he was under arrest, and taken into town; and thence
to Naco yesterday, where he remained
last night, the Texas authorities being
Informed of his capture.
Lieutenant Olds was formerly a
member of the Texas rangers, and
knew Colney the minute he looked at
him. The fugitive offered no resist-
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Tells El Paso Times That He New York Financier Reveals Colney Musgrave, Brother of
Will Ignore' Factions in.. His
Purpose of Purchase of the George Musgrave of the
Handling of New Mexico AfWooto'n Lands Near the New
Black Jack Gang, Taken Into
'
fairs,
Camp,
Mexico Border,
(El Paso Times.)
Captain George Curry, the newly
appointed governor of New Mexico,
arrived In Kl Taso yesterday morning
on the Santa Fe train from Albuquerque and spcnt yesterday with' friends
in this clty-an- d
will leave this afternoon on the Rock Island train scheduled to depart at 1:15.
His stay in
Kl Paso was partly to see some of htS
old friends here and partly, as he
expressed ,lt, to kill' time and delay as
loiiK as possible the arduous duties of
governor of New Mexico, which berth,
he admits, will be no bed of roses.
From Kl Paso he Roes to Roswell, his
nU home, where he will visit for a'
week or two, and will then go lo
Santa Fe, where he will take the oath
of office as governor of the territory.
Goes to ItoNwell Today.
He goes to Ros well by way of Torrance, at which place he will be met
by friends from Roswell in automobiles, who will escort him to his old
home. At Roswell no fixed program
of entertainment has been provided
for the distinguished , former citizen,
the governor having expressed a desire for a brief rest. At Santa Ke,
however, a reception and banquet on
a magnificent scale has been planned,
which will occur immediately following his taking the oath of office.
IMctm-of Health.
Captain
Curry
is considerably
heavier than he was when he! was In
Kl Paso about four years ago, and Is
the perfect picture of health. He
was ffiven a reception and farewell
entertainment oh the eve of 'his departure from the Philippines,
at
which the Southern society of Manila
was host.
Not a Bed of Hoses.
"I realize that the berth of governor of New Mexico is not a bed of
rostes. As a matter of fact, ever since
I came to the territory the governors
have been subjected to more Or less
trouble ann have left the governor's
chair politically dead ones," said the
man who will shortly take that chair.
"When I came to New Mexico years
aifo Governor Sheldon was In the
chair. He was subjected to the trouble from the faction fights just the
same as has every governor'since then
to my knowledge.
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When ordering beer, ask for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

under the stage name of Matthews;
he also Identified himself as tne outlaw, wanted for murder, train rob
bery, robbery of the liilteu states
malls, and a few other crimes. The
facts In the case, however, warrant
the assertion that he is a mere "piker"
as compared with his more Infamous
brother. He will be turnea over to
the Texas authorities as soon as extradition papers are secured.
The capture of Colney Musgrave recalls the history of George Musgrave,
who Is one of the two surviving members .of the Rlack Jack gang. The
band originally consisted of seven, but
the leader has disappeared, and four
paid the
of the remaining outlaws
penalty of their crimes. In battles
It Is known that he
with officers.
has been in Arizona for about a year
past, but up to date he has succeeded
In eluding the officers, although at
various time the rangers have come
very near closing the net about him.
The Musgrave family were original
Mexico, the faly residents of New
ther being a man of weulth, who
through reverses, became a
poor man. George, the older of the
brothers, became Involved in a quar
rel, and killed his man. Tip Matiforo,
now a member of the Arizona rangers,
being an eye witness. The murderer
made Ills- - escape, and came to Cochise county, Joining the band of
Illack Jack, which at that time wus
terrorizing the southern portion of
by their desperate
the territory
crimes. One by one the members of
the gang were killed off, and finally
disappeared, it being later reported
that he was killed in the northern

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee
And Bottled only at the Brewery.
Ernest Meyers & Co.,
V.

116-11- 8

Silver Ave., Albuquerque.
Phone 123.
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portion of the territory.
Nolle for Publication.
Nolle
Since that
for Publication.
sifKiaxinc holm job
Interior, Land Office at couldn't find the one man In HiIr town
time George Musgrave has traveled Department of the Interior. Ijind Offlca at Department of the
M . June 2i. 1907.
N.
Ke.
Santa
K.nldla or driving
alone, hunted at all times, and relying
Kanta Ke. N. M , July 1, 1107.
Mary
E. that want" that
Notlre la hereby a;ivn Ihat
Notice la hereby Riven that Ramón Paon petty thefts for subsistence.
hone of your" n nurely und aa qitoclt-l- y
dilla, aon and heir of Juan de Dlua Padilla, Mathewaon, of AltiuquDrdue, N. M , hae filed
a
an
for wile ad can no; and Shernotice of her Intention, to make flnai comdeceaeed. of Ban Kafael, N. M., hae filed
fee would he larger.
lock's
claim,
via:
of
eupport
proof
In
her
Notice fur Publication.
mutation
uf hla Intention to maka final five
Department uf the Interior, Land Offlca at year proof In aupport of hta claim, via: Homeatead Kntry No. B.W.-4-6J. made Feb. J.
ec, H. and Are You Trying to lee Every
19(i. for the 8 VV.'
no-ti-

Entry No. lilt, made Dec. I,
Homeatead
ltioi. for the W hi NE"4. WVi H K 14, Bactlon
Township 10 N.. Kama 10 W., and that
a.ild proof
will be made before Hllveatre
Mlntbat, U. B. Court Commlaaloner, at Kan
Kafael, N. M., on A'tKuet 5. 1907.
W1, for the V
NW. W HV. 8c-lio- n lie namea the following wltneeaea to
St, Tuwimlilp 10 N., Panue 10 W., and prove hla contlnuoua realdnce upon, and
proof will he mnile before Jeaue cultlvatlon of, the land, via: Hafael Haldea,
that
..... a
u..n..v..
M. Luna. Probate Oork. at Loe I.unaa, N.
M . (.it Auituat T, 1907.
Vlawnta Padla, all of Han Kafael, N. M.
MANUEIj It. OTIC HO, Keilster.
He namea the
f.illowln
wit noma to
prove hla contlnuoiia realilence upon, and
of,
cultivation
the Kind, via: Antonio Mar. IP Y(P MVK IM A BMAI.I, TOWN AND
ouea, David Uarcla y Jaramlllo,
Bteente rIM IT II AKU TO tlKT WHAT
OV
Padilla. Jua K. Candelario,
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riven that Tomae Garcia
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W.H N.W. 14 and 8.R. 4 N.W. , Hectlon
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.4.
miMtiiuiia
W'lH'n bf tro-anil
I', ft. Court Commleelon, at Albuquerque,
It ho la In the
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N. M., on AUKUat it. 1907.
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SANTA fe railway, the new CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, n.
K?0a?A topeka
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FROM
SAN
CHICAGO
WEST
TO
AND
FRANCISCO
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FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, .TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
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pay
Heme
all
fli in and
Albuquerque, N. M .liny uif. 1 I
llllOW.
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V
K. H. HTIttiNO.

The BeIen

Soin and Improvement Company
...

Are the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet.fronting upon CO and
streets and avenues, nr. ht in the business
. t
.
..
.
.
r
IIsa
It
JL..1 upon
i.. anu tweeny
ArÍA. At
u me e,A...
new cuy
nauway uepoi
utjiiif
urounas, Tlins Atenison. I opcka.a banta he Kai way Company is now grading s exten :,ive depot grounds
ine 0A
oania re n.'l
yam iiiiiiib ouu it-t- wiu& anu a nine iung eupuuiy ui u mués or siae uacK; 10 accommodate its immense passenger and freight tratiic, Harvey eating House, round house, coa
- n
s n
r
it Af lunt Ar rt Is n
THt CITY Or UtLEN has a population ot 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belcn Patent Roller Müís with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity, win cry, etc. It is the
urgiiiuupu puna lur iiuar, wuu , wneai, wine, oeans, nay ana irun m new Mexico, irom its location upon tne great trunk line leading north, south,- cast a nd west, to ni!
whuo ni mu uimj otoiw anu ivi&aiuu ho iuiuio fiivwui i a uunuiicíuiui wui uunnui uc uuinuíeu. m Tusi 11,111100, man, express una ircigni irains vuii pass ti,rourtn i.r; -- i :
r,hmo, Kansas City, Gaivestun and the Pacific Coast, The water is good and climate unsurpassed. ' Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a ennn-cfub- H'i.
three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in pricea and terms easy. Onr t!.!. i cí
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title pet feet and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
Come early If you wish to secure the choice lots, Fcr further particulars and prices of fots call in person or wlís ta
--
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Late Ideas in; Men's' and
Women's Summer Footwear

All

Kurt

tin- -

Acent for
Shora) with

Edwin C.
moHt frlemht.

I)m"

ornen and children.

for

Mhm

ESTELLE

,1

ííülin

ñüonllolliflfc!

LOSES HER

The

enHuslve agenta fur tit fmuoii Edwin Clapp & Sons SImim
HIhmw for men.
and Hie M. A. Packard $3.50, SI and
Every
of our Khot from $3.00 up are guaranteed. Send vB
"
your mall orders.
.
AImo

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
'

Leon Hertzog, Mgr.

'

ITEMS

OF INTEREST

THE WEATHER.

hmui

Washington, July 2A. New Mexico: Purtly cloudy Thursday and Friday, thuiule rxhower In north portion.
Arizona: Thunder showers Thursday, except fair In southwest portion; Friday fair.
K. I Orose arrived here yesterday
from prescott, Aria.
Major Krnest Meyers left yesterday
morning for New York.
C K. Hood win of Chlllll, transacted
business here yesterday.
It. Homero, of Torreón, was in Albuquerque on business yesterday.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Mace.
211 South Hitfh street, a baby ?irl..
Mrs. V. S. Huberts ami daughter
were In the city from tíanta Fe yesterday.
John Milne, the well known public
school teacher, leaves today for a trip
to the Pecos.
lmiK Clerk W. O. Clark arrived
from El Paso
arrived yesterday
to locate here.
('.
Strange for the
H.
Inspector Ir.
bureau of animal Industry, was In tli-- '
cltv yesterday.
M. II. Atkinson Is a well known Estancia man who was here from beyond the mountains yesterday.
Itoderlck Stover and wife returned
yesterday mornlnn to the I'ecos liver
where tliev will remain for some time.
J. V. Askren, of 816 South Edith
street, etiKlneer at the Santa Fe shops,
h:is sold his home to Mrs. Anna Stokes
Kobert Hopkins, son of Postmaster
H. S'. Hopkins, has none to San iJlego
to accept u position In a book bindery

there.'

Sales Manager J. B. Koch for the
Lumber company has returned from a business trip to Old
an

M'Xleu.

As

der, Beautiful; Woman Was
Well
Known Here Some
Years, Ago,

$12.00 Outing Suits, Green Tagged

Estelle Alexander. formerly a resi
dent of Albuquerque,
whose recent
marriage to the Prince do Broglle
caused a nine days' sensation Is again
rejoicing in the name .under which
she was known in her girlhood days,
when she lived here with her father,
Sofre Alexander, cruel French court
having held that her marriage to the
aristocratic Frenchman in Chicago on
July 14th last, was not In accord with
French laws. It was not because Je
Broglle desired the marriage annulled
but because his family sought a deci
sion of the courts holding the beau
tiful American girl not high enough
In station to bear the name of de
Broglle. A recent dlsnach from Parts
has the following In connection with
the cases
Paris, July 18. Fate gave another
rebuff today to the unfortunate Prince
de Broglle and his beautiful American
wife, Estelle Alexander of California.
The French court on the suit of Prince
Amadee Broglle, Robert's father and
head of the old house, annulled the
marriage
of the picturesque-live- d
young people and forbade 'Madame
Alexander" to use the name de Brog-

$14.75 y

$1.50 Negligee Shirts, Green Tagged

...95c

Walleakorsf s Union Market

.....45c

75c Golf Shirts, Green Tagged

PHONE 601

GOLD AVENUE

75c Boys' Knee Pants, Green Tagged

45c,

50c Neckwear, Green Tagged

25c

A

We have had one of the most sucessful sales in our history and would like to have you drop in and see the

Ij

truth of our claims for reduced prices demonstrated.
Our sales always sell because they are based on truths
and fairness.

S

a

Just Received

Hew Stock

at the

s

'

o

Wall Paper l

I

ALB VQVERQVE LUMBER CO

First Street

SIM ON 3TE
The

w

The CentraJ Avenue Clothier

Z

Marquette Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

HOTEL CRA1GE

PUMPKIN PIE
While Pie ' Material is
Scarce why not bake some
Pumpkin Pies,
They are
good and inexpensive.
We have canned Pumpkin
from Missouri, Kansas and
York state.
.

Albuauerque's Finest
European Hotel.

.

BUY VOITU WINDOW AND DOOR
RCKKI3N8 FROM US AND KEKP
YOUR MONKY IN NEW MKXIOO
INSTHAD OF HAVI.NU IT SENT
EAST. SUPERIOR PIjANINH MIMj.

GOAL

Fine Registered Angora Bucks American

jer ton. .....

Blocft,

$8.S0
$9.00
$9.50
$6.00

A

ASK YOUR

Company, Homar

m

206

BUILDER

CONTRACTOR

Shop 410 W Copper Ave.
PIum e tMT.

305 S. Second. Phone 1056

During the Summer Season
We Will Make

FRESH CAKES

unite runt

Photographs

.

WMüwaHM

Opportunity to Get a Line
on the Musical Taste of ASunday
lbuquerque
Next
Night in Robinson Park,

Manager

Ward,
on

P. II. MITCHELL.

ARE DELICIOUS.

An

H.

Marbl-Ph-

FOR

Telephone 91.

1

2c, 15c .per can

A.
Gertig,
E.
Shaw's Bread
and

W. H. H AiiN & CO

7 a. m. to 9 a. ra.

GROCER

1 --

Albuquerque Cash Grocery

Full Lino of TolUt Articles
SECOND AND GOLD

315 W.

Green Will, load
$2.50
Factory
s
$3.25
NATIVE HINDU NO.

Hot Bread
and polls

Cold Soda

Pure Drugs.

WOOD

, M. B. MuUBAKY,
Baa MttranU, New Metfoo.

':

10c, 12

$0.6(1

Anthracite

.

.

.$8.50

Nut
7
Anthracite inUed
I hftv aoma high (ruda and reglatered AnUinicdte, furnace
olghleon
Gus
Clean
Coke
Bucks fur ml., muglng la axe from
Alao aorue high
month to four yeura.
SMITHING COAL.
grada and rcglatcrMl doea. jrioM glrea on
application.

Silver Avenue.
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot
GEORGE B. ELLIS, Prop. '
11618-20-2- 9

FOU CASH ONLY.

OorrilliM liump

For Sale

n end anno

g.

Pickles, Sauces, &c.

$7.50

$20.00 Business Suits, Green Tagged

lle.
As was admitted

.

Genu

Choice Assortment of

nt

er

Dais, Eisli anil

Frosli

;

.

f,

J.sus S. fiarcla, the well known
deputy treasurer and collector of Torta nee county was here from Estancia
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. George O. Mace, of
211 South High street, are the parents of ii baby duuKhter, born Tuesday nlKht.
Timekeeper A. B. Iiken for the
American Lumber compuny. has left
tor a vacstion trip to his old home In
Duluth, Minn.
Contractor U. J. Mace will beRln
house nt
work shortly on a seven-stor- y
the coiner of Eleventh and Moma for
William Grimmer.
Henry Weslcrtleld. George K. Ne-hand A. A. Abbott and their families are expected home this Week from
the Jemex country.
Miss Herthu Jones, of Topeka. Is
here for two or three weeks, vjsltlna;
her sister, Mrs. Harry Johnson, 70
West Silver avenue.
Judite A. J. Abbott, of Santa Fe, attorney for the Pueblo Indians In New
Mexico, was an arrival here on legal
bUNinex
last night.
The Indies' Aid society of the First
M. K. church will meet In the church
parlors this afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Kt rangers cordially welcome.
Undertaker John Dugan. of Chicago. Is here visiting his wife. Th.'
latter has been attending a sick BATTLE WITH ROCKS
brother in St. Joseph's sanitarium.
Attorney Amado Chaves! leaves this
ON NORTH THIRD
morning for Santa Fe. Mrs. Chaves
and children will go to the Haik
ranch on the fppei pecos for an out-tln- Bernardino (arela and "Negro BUI"
Mix It In the Classic producís alsiiit
J. Iloss, inventor of n patent brick
i'opis-burning process. Is here consulting
Atomic.
with the management of the
pressed Brick and Tile comBernardino Garcia and n dusky get
pany.
known as "Negro Bill." were
There will be a business meeting of tleman
dragged around to the clly jail yesterthe ludles of 'the .Baptist Mission so day afternoon
by the police and there
ciety at the llaptlst church at 2:30 this locked up In separate
reflect
All are requested to bel on the evils of losing cells totemper.
afternoon.
one's
prevent.
"Negro
discovwere
Bill"
Garcia
and
The Ijidles' Aid society of the Con- ered In the act of pounding each othgregational church will hold their er's
heads with rocks at the corner of
regular tea In the church parlors this Copper
avenue and North Third street,
evening. A cordial Invitation Is ex- both having their pockets
full of rocks
tended to all.
being
apparently prepared for an
and
reMr. arid Mrs, Harvey Moore
all afternoon engagement. They were
turned last night from a visit to both causing considerable disturbance
friends In Newton and other polnis Indulging In much profanity as a preMr. Moore Is chief clerk liminary to the light. No great damin Kansas.
In the local Sania Fe offices.
age was done.
W. C. Hlack, district superintendent
of the Postal Telegraph and Cable
(onaltpatloa.
company, was In the city a short time
Fur enttatlpatlnn thrr Ii nothing quit ao
last night visiting the local offices of nlra ta Chamberlain's Htumach and Liver
the company on his way to F.I Paso.
Ta Mr a. Thy alwava proline
a plraaant
Word has been received from J. A. nitivfmnt of the bownla without anv
nffri't.
Hrlra ii cants. Hamplea
Hammond, who left recently for
Juneshoro, Ark., called there by the fr ar all ilma; aturea
serious Illness of his mother, that she
passed away before he was able to SKATING
RINK TONIGHT!
reach her bedside.
Mls Kruno Baker, who has been
visiting (he California resorts, has
stopped here for a few days" visit
with Mrs. J. A. Kremls, of ÜD8 West
avenue, on her way to her home

invest now1 while prices are low. . .We. want to call your
attention to a few good things of which we still have a1
'
fair supply:
V'

Daughter of Sofre Alexan

by the young
prince's counsel, the court decision Is
that the ceremony performed In Chi
cago no July 14th last was In contra
vention of the laws of France.
This is the second daughter-in-lawho has not been considered worthy
of the ancient and honorable name oí
de Broglle.
Prince Robert's first
marriage, with the Baroness des Láñeles was .likewise annulled and she was
forbidden the use of the name.
Almost three years ago Prince Rob
ert de Broglie met the striking Estelle
Alexander in a studio here. She had
lust been divorced from Sydney Vr.
They
Importer.
Velt, a millionaire
eloped after a brief but ardent court
ship, to Milan. There a priest married
them, de Broglle claimed. Following
a tour of Europe thev reached San
Francisco. French papers told them
their Milan marriage was not legal, so
they hastened to Chicago, where they
were married again by a justice of
the peace. Almost a year before thin
a beautiful baby was born and christened Princess Jessnmonde Estelle.
IMMTOHS EXIiOBSE HEItPKTBE.
They were very close to starvation
when they were engaged by a vaudc?-vill- e
Because Its Formula Is Submitted to
theater. The beautiful Estelle
Them.
sang and her noble husband conducted
Alexander McMillan, M. D., a prom-Ine- the orchestra for her.
physician of Lansing, Michigan,
writes: "On three cases 1 have tested
Herplclde for dandruff and the result
has been all that could be desired."
Beplclde Is made upon an entirely
new principle, that Is, that dandruff
and falling hnlr are caused from a
microbe that Infests the hair bulb,
and, by destroying the microbe ones
hair Is bound to grow luxuriantly.
Herplclde is the only hair rented'-tha- t
claims to, and really does, destroy the dandruff germs.
Sold by leading druggists. Send 0
DESIRE
In stamp: for sample to The Herplclde
Co., lietrolt, Mich. Two sizes, r.Oe and
B. H. Brlggs & Co.,
special
$1.00.
agents.

House.

.

GIRL DIVORCED IN PARIS

The funeral of the late Mrs1. Maty
A. Frank, who died at her residence
north of Old Albuquerque July 23,
at the age of 39 years, will be held at
2:30 this afternoon at Adama undertaking parlors. Sol West Central avenue, whence the cortege will go to the
Highland Methodist church where a
short service will be held, Interment
will be In Falrvlew cemetery. The deceased, who was a daughter of P. Mcclain of Scotland, came to Albuquerque from Ohio three years ago. She
was born In Keithburg, Ills.
President V. O. Tight, of the University of New Mexico, came in yesterday from Hodgltlght.
the varsity
camp In the Sandia mountains and
drove out again last night. Prof. Tight
and Prof.. Hodgin are perfecting plans
for a handsome permanent residence
at the camp, which Is beautifully Ior
rated on the north slope of Tijeras
canyon, some distance this side of
Camp Whltcomb, at a big spring. A
road has been completed from the Tijeras canyon road to the' camp.
Principal D. C. Taylor, of the
Fourth ward school, and family, leve
today on an overland trip to San Pedro, Golden and thence to the upper
Pecos river, after which they will
drive down that stream to Santa
Kosa In eastern New Mexico, where
Professor Taylor will hold a teachers'
Institute.
Jose E. Perea, the old man who disappeared from his home on Mountain
Koad lust Friday, wan brought hack
to the city yesterday by his nephew
Timothy Chavez, who. discovered that
his uncle had gone a pilgrimage to
his mines In the Manzanos, nearly seventy-live
miles southeast of here.
A special meeting of the Ladles of
the G. A. R, will be held this morning
at Itl o'clock In the home of Mrs. J.
G. Caldwell, 217 West Silver avenue.
Esquipula Baca was here transact,
Ing business affairs yesterday.
Mr.
Haca Is a well known sheep owner
from Pena Blanca.
J. C. Burke, of Motintalnalr,
the
beautiful mountain resort on the Begreeted friends In this
lén cut-ofclly yesterday.
Telesfor Armtjo was fined 15 yesterday morning In police court for
breach of the peace.
John T. Jones was here yesterday
from Isleta on business.
Charles D. Wilson, of San Marcial,
was here yesterday.

at Yclt

Telephone 482 and Vagcn Will Stop

Don't delay if you need anything in the line of Clothing
or Furnishings.
Our Green Tag Sale wilK pay you to

FORMER ALBUQUERQUE

216 West Central

hours ending
For the twenty-fou- r
at fi o'clock yesterday afternoon:
Maximum temperature. 91: minimum, '67; aouthwrstt winds; clear.

Am-rlc-

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Co.

ti

jlr

LOCAL

25, 1S07.

JULY

to

wants.

our

Half Cabinet size, doz, $2

patrons'

Cablnst size, doz,

Try Usl

CITY SCAVENGE It
Sll Went Cupper Avenue.

17.

At The Savoy

Broad

We make a specialty of

catering

Phone

Day's Llore

21

$4

.

r

Director Frank Ellis, of the American Lumber company band, while
seeking to please the band's thousands
of admirers in Albuquerque, has at

Albu-iiieri-

--

I

!

1

In Hallinger, Texas.
S. I). iMinlop was here yesterday on
his way to Kansas City with 2.100

.

the same time, whether Intentionally or
not. hit upon a plan to ascertain the
direction In which the musical tasty
of Albuquerque people lies.
It Is announced that the program In
Robinson park next Sunday evening
will be a "request program," meaning
that any citizen who desires to have
any particular piece of music included
In the program of the Sunday evening concert will have hU request
granted provided It Is su limited in
writing not later than Saturday morning. All requests should be mailed to
Director Ellis. The results of thed"!
requests, which may be made on a
postal card, or left at the Learnurd &
music store, will be
Llndemann
Extra
awaited with much lntortt.
lights have been secured for the pork
now
ho
public
and stand and the
will
able to see the band as well as hear
it while the members of the band will
be able to see their notes. There Is
but one restriction to the request program.
The first twelve numbers requested
will be placed on the program of the
evening. It will be Interesting to note
whether the Albuquerque summer
public prefers the classic or whether
it leans more to rag time.
4. W. BKXNETT,
I Oil N. First au,
IltMdqtiariera for
Navajo Blanket and
(mllan and Mnlna í i, w

spring lambs for the Knollen Shaep
Commission company, the slock being from the Cole Campbell ranch
near Ash Fork, Arlr..
Hum" person or persons desiring a
little cxcitinent to relieve the tedium
if the summer evening, pi iced a selles of it vim in e cap on the street
i nr track on South Hecond street eany
l.inlghl. Ilie resull being a cannon-edln- g
which cslled the police to the
pol uml aroused considerable excite-loeiIn the neighborhood.
Judge George It. Craig, of the police court, returned yesterday on the
California I.lmlied from a month's
vacation In low.i, where he has tteen
t
n c relatives,
and In Chicago.
Judge Crnlg ssys Albuquerque Is good
enough fur him at all times, am) particularly In the summer. The east, he

THE

Home 'Bakery
213 West Central Ave.
.' Phone 194.

up-to-da-

ROCKEFELLER
'

BUSINESS

is a

niv.

fumar.

The Mcintosh Hardware company
yesterday received a whole carload of
HHiiiiuriiiion (mm the Winchester
Arms company. New Haven,
Conn., corisMIng of 1,79,000
shells
for rifle, shotguns and
This Is the fllst isiload of shells to be
delivered to one firm In the clly and
one of ih largest sltlpmenti ever r
i i iv.-In the territory.
V.
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Room 26.
Don't fall to call while I am here,
and you have the chance.
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Wholesale and Retail Hardware
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Ice Cream Trcezcrs.
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Carden Hose z

hércules powder
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Bun es

ALASKA REFRIGEATOn

4,1

jU

In

We Carry a Full Line

ta,...lM
,

Fourth and Central Avenue.

We Have In Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop,

-

ri RWAt

v

Stoves &oid

VvOLro---Crockery---GIaLSsw-

7;,.
.i

p. m.

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC

AL
C

Dealers

firdw.ref
ALL

AMI JtM.Mi.lO

tn

Successors to Albuquerquo Hardware Co.

Grow--

hw.nr AVrtl( A KIAHH,
ANTHH4I I TC M T,
ANTHKACItK ttl'UVK AM

ixr

Enter Any Time,
Fall Term Oprns the First
vj In September,

Phone 718

Watch Us

THE YEAR ROUND

OPEN

Phone 097

9

ii

STEVENS, EICHAR and CO.

Graduates.

About four more young fellow wtio
'1 he
IHIiig.
Mould apre'li)le good
loculs are uorili $1(10(1, but we only
chame til no s r lin k si

420 W.LF.AD.

OPPOSITK POSTOFITCE.

otrnoriinary

n
(.orl-.nn-

ADMITTED FREE

te

rlil

j my more.
etHMrHiliiK

reelveH

English, Spanish, Shorthand
and Typewriting and
Bookkeeping.
Largest and Most Successful Business School in
New Mexico.
We Secure Positions for Our

m

LADIES

FOUR

up.

WVnrH

them

COLLEGE

$í

Guarantee
satisfaction
or no
charges. So nkllleil, I glva your
name, age and mother's maiden nam
without BKkliiK any question)). Office
hours 2 to fi p. m., and S p. ro. to

Sliowell and Keminerer

a two dollar liat and wiv.
Mtjr" more?"
Now we l
Itofkefeller'p.
John 1.
jrreay Ciwl
MI at 20' er (tnllon.
We nay why

Readings from

.

have the most
Studio in the west.

-l

if

The world's youngest, greatest and
beat Palmist, phrenologist, and Spiritualist Medium.
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